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/\ INTRODUCTION'

A. BACKGROUND
4

--.

This documpt reports on the fourth year of evaluation and technical
0--- _

assistance rendered by the Evaluation Research Center to the Teacher Center

program.

During the second half Of lrfl, under what was then called the Teacher

Center pro'gram, the Offic'e,of Education funded four pilot pi-ojects, one
, -

located in\rexas, one in Rhode Island, one in the Baz, Area of California,

and one in Washington, D. C. From 1971 to the present the Evaluation/ ---. .

Research Center has provided a variety of evaluaftn services to these pro-

jects.* A list of ERC reports covering. the time period 1971-1974 may be

found in Appendix 2,

r .

%

This report is,one of four prepared simultaneoisly concerping ERC's

work with the pilot projects in, 1974-75. .Volume II reports on the Bay Area
I

1 S

Learning Center (BALL), Volume III on the Rhode Island Teacher Center

(RITC), and Volume IV - -on the Texas Center for the Improvement of Educa-.
2.,

tional Systems (TCIES). This volume cuts across the three current%Teacher
,

Center pilots and offers dome generalizations about the Teacher Center idea

based on ERC's association with the Office of Education and the pilots,

* The Washington, D.C. pilot was discontinued in 1974 and will not be
. .

treated in this report.
. ,
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i

N
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themselves.

B. EVENTS LEADING UP TO THIS YEAR'S WORK

In August 1974 gRC's evaluators began to plan the 1974 -75 external

evaluation effort for the Teacher Center pilot projects. The primary'focus

of the work was to identify and select the most promising aspects of each

project for in-depth study and validation. * The purpose of this activity

was to develop -the basis for an "application model" of Teacher Centers.

Procedures for identification and selection of these projects in-.

eluded: (1) a careful review of all internal and external documents available .

to the ERCi staff; (2) an/examination of previously collected evaluation data

(especially thmpact survey results); (3) consideration of the input from

the Office of Education and Teacher Center officials; and (4) an analysis

of the three items abOve. The first two tasks were. straightforward,

thotigh time - consuming, tasks. The third activity, consideration of input

from the Office of Education and Teacher Center officials, involved a

rewarding but more complex process th'at seems to warrant description.

As an outcome of a productive meeting of numerous parties, held

in Washington, D.C. in February 1974, a Teacher Center Consortium

was formed. For 1974-75 this consortium included as members:- Teacher
4

Center pilot project diectors; regional Office of Education project officers;

ERC reRresentatives; and, as chairmen, the directors of th University

-411 "Validation" is used in thiS case to describe a verification process.. .

including review of documents, on-site observation and interviews.

V-
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of South Florida LTI on Education Personnel Development.

During a series of Teacher Center Consortium.meetings, in

September and November 1974, anti January 1975, discussions were held

about the external evaluation of the Teacher Center pilots. Further,

activities were carried out that ensured consortium members an opportunity

to identify and select promising aspects Of the projects for in-depth study

in 1974 -75. First, a list of primary choices of promiOng aspects was

drawn up by each project director. These lists specified their selectio

criteria*** and indicated the availability and nature of documentation whi h

would validate their choices. They then presented their,evaluatior; plans,

which called for further study of the following aspects of Teacher Centers

by site:.

Bay Area Learning Center (BALC) The nature and extent of

tri-district collabor4ion on staff development program activity

was to be surveyed. ,Inipact data was also to be gathered

START Center in Oakland, one,of the dire; local education

agency staff development.centers supportedVALC.
,

Rhode Island TeacheCenter TITC) - Three aspects of the.'

project were tope examined: (1) technical assistance to local,

education agencies by generalist consultants; (2) information

*** Examples of s action criteria were the extent to which an activity or
aspect of.the oject contributed to the attainment of its goals or was rated
particularly important to Teacher Center client

O
v



service to educators; and (3) staff development assistance

to localteducation agencies. Also, impact data about the project's

major components Was to be collected and analyzed.

Following discussion and clarification of the evaluation plan klar BALL

and RITC presented by the ERC staff,all (the Teacher Center direCtors,

Office of Education officials and ERC representatives) agreed that the

above work should be carried out.

Texas Center for the Improvement of Educational Systems (TCIES)

At first, an impact study of two of the se-reral TCIES-supported

Teacher Center projects Was considered. Dallas and Houston

were selected as representatives of an urban local education

agency-based.project and 4 university-and competency-based..

teacher: education (CBTE) effort respectively. Later, however,

ERC, the Office of Education and TCIES officials agreed upon

a different and broader effort. It was decided to conduct a study

aimed at validating the existence of collaborative educational

activity among local education Agencies, institutions of higher

education, state education agencies, education service centers,

and community representatives in Dallas, Fort Worth, Houston,

San Antonio and Canyon/Amarillo,
1-

C. GENERAL NATURE OF THIS YEAR'S WORK

Volumes II and III report on the surveys\done to determine the impact'
f---

of promising aspects of the BAL' and RITC projects respectively. In the

vi
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Bay Area the survey sought to determine the impact of the START Center

and the l!SA,LC teacher in-service offerings, while in Rhode Island it sought

to document the impact of all of the RITC components.

Volume IV reports on the nature and extent of collaborative activity

at the five Teacher Centers in Texas (Dallas Teacher Education Center,

Fort Worth Teacher Center, Houston Teacher Center, San Antonio Teacher

Education Advisory Center, and West Texas Teacher Center at Canyon/

Amarillo). That work is based.on a round of on-site interviews conducted

in May 1975 by three ERC investigators.

This volume deals with the attempt to construct an "application model"

of a Teacher Center. The first step was to elicit from project personnel
. -

a description of the most promising aspects of their project. Next, these

descriptions were reviewed by ERC, which then developed some general

"'_functions under which all of the activities could. be summarized. The

functions chosen seemed naturally to encompass the major thrusts at
.

each of the pilots and the project characteristics or approaches the Office

, of Education had encouraged the pilots to develop. The "application model?"

consists of a listing of these functions with a discussion of each which attempts

to highlight some of the successes or problenis encountered by the pilots

over the years. Hopefully, the.reader interested in theTeacher Center

concept-and the kinds of,functions which the daveloped under that

name will gain some insights useful to any attempts at creating similar

ornizations.
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D. OUTLINE OF, THIS VOLUME 4

.

AP

iThe term Teacher Center lacks definition. At present it seems to
.

be linked with almost any effort at improving a-teacher's effectiveness,
-.

and in that sense stands in danger of encompassing too much arid thus not

really meaning anything.

Although our primary interest has not been to define the term .

"Teacher Center," we have been intereited in finding a practical way of
. .,, ,

characterizing the national Teacher Center pilots in the Bay Area, Rhode
.

Island, and Texas. As interest in such concepts as competency-based

teacher education increases, and as the training of teachers becomes .

more directly field-based to include the substantive input of teachers in
0. .

the field, profeSsional associations, and other groups, there has been a

corresponding increase in Understanding what a Teacher, Center is, does,
.. .

. .

and how one might be organized as a field-based training center, Since

the Teacher Center . concept is associated with that movernent`to "externalize" "
0.

o

, .

the university. Thus; Chapter 1 in this volume traces the evolution of the

pilots by referriKig to the context out Of which they arose in 197]. It also

pointS out the categories of educational or projett'activity whichl for the

Purposes-of the "application model" in this report, were translated into
. .,

what are' called the Teacher Center Functions.

Appendix 1 gives an overview of the first eighteen monthS in the.lives
,

. .

of BALC, RIM and of the first two years of TCIES, and an overview of
-- ,

the results of seleCted components or of certain project characteristics
4

viii
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in 1973 -74 and 1674-75. The capsule histories of the three pilots 'outline

'4events thought significant'tb the Teacher Center functions presented in

Chapter 2. In,particular, events are chosen for inclusion in these accounts_

for their pertinence to the. topics of (a) the federal role or posture in the

program, (b) program planning and the institutionalization of change,,

and (c) parity. All are later discussed under the topic of management

in Chapter 2._ The project components or chai4ctelristics whose results .

or nature a ''e brieflpy feviewed(b.ria more fully reported on in Volumes II,

III and IV and in the reports of earlier years) touch on aspects of the Teacher

Center functions presented in Chapter 2.

,Chapter 2,I The Application Model, is based on the notion that an

entity called a Teacher Center can be described ps, an organization facili-
1 s

tating and carrying t, certain functions. It contrasts the relative emphasis

of the three pilots oni of the functions and comments on some of their

results and successes as well as on some of the problems surrounding theft'

genesis. Hopefully, both the functiobs themselves and the discussion about
AA 1,

them will serve as a helpful guide toanyone about.to embark on ari adven-
. 1 ..

k
ture as complex and challenging as that ttnitertaken by the three isilots.

J
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CHAPTER 1.

THE EVOLUTION OF MAJOR PILOT TEACHER CENTER ACTIVITIES

A. INTRdDUCTION AND SUMMARY

. This chapter summarizes the evolution of certain approaches or

solution strategies to problems in teacher education in the form of three

pilot' projec'ts funded by,the Office orEgueation.

--,..Past expeiience led the Office of Education tod,entify certain local
. ,, . ...... .. .. __,---- ,

conditions and interests as important precondittions to the Iktablishment
- ..-...- -, -.. ."-z,.. . -

of large scale programs. Four sites were theri-lxated where the-secon.-....

ditions more or less obtained and these sites were designated as the pilot
Z.

projects of the Teacher Center program. These events are summarized

in Section B of ttlis chapter, "A Rational Reconstruction of Events Leading

to 'the Teacher Cent PrOgram."

The Office of ducation had also learnedthrough past experience,

of the need to abide by certain principles and procedures of program

operation. Although the Office of Education wanted each pilot to tie left
..

free to develop in its own way. it was also anxious that they adhere to these

general principles of operation since they represented certain _"lessons

learned." These principles, or "Office 9f Education conditions," as they

came to be called, §re listed in Section C of this chapter, The Pilot

Projects and the Office of Education Conditions."
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I B. A.RATIONAL,RECONSTRUCTION OF EVENTS:1,,PADING TcY4',IT
TEACHER CENTER PROGOMI

.- ;
t

. :.5
, : . :' . , ,

- : -
Within two to three years bf the formation of the.3ureau ot-txhicatibn

-Professions. Development (BEPD) in the U.S. Office Of EduclaOri:in 1968,
.

the people within that bureau became.convinced that the effectiveness of

the bureau suffered because it had co* to consist of some thirteen pro-

,grams which seemed to form a set of urirelatedstragynents 'rather than a

coherent whole. Howeyer, a numbeii.of Office Of .Education and'..other
..

projects provided a "body of experience" which was suggestive Of
.

to remedy this.problem. For example, a:pparNtly during 1be9-70 .the
. .. .

superintendent of, schools in Louisville, Kentucky, .inanaged.O.combin
.

the assistance the district was receivini-under, numerous separate federally..
. s-

. .
funded.programs into a single thrust planned lbcally andlelated to locally

. . .

articulated needs.. .Sozne people, within Ake, bureau. and others at the Office
)

=:--.. . ... -. . ....
--of Education were,impnessedith the results of this site concentration

. , r._ , .. ;- -:
... . .. ,

_idea, as came' to be called. OtheF:prggrams such as Uran:-Rural,
'-',.. . . ." . ..,-

.. . .. . .. /.and TREND, operational.by 197S(-771, ,also contained,oOd ideras about

4
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address the problems of low a

Assessment and sy, ematic

called Task For e '72

vingiittdentS and.eniphasized local needs

Then;'-in'the'fali of .1'970, an activity
.'." . .

formed chaege.4 with faentgying-existing projects_.

.

, .

. .
or ideas thr ghout country Which s.eeriiedtti c.rry- Some exceptional

. .-promise or =pro/ ing the existing State' of affairs in education or which
.:

nigh petter icipate or deal with Ititure probleins. This. work began
.

e . o. '.. .
. ..%

1 ..

curse .'. .. -

4 antipy Ib71, and in the 'of one year, after nicettags throughout
. ..... . : _ ......

.

the counIry, all indications, seemed to b thatti-re-tWo most promising
/

. .

movements were the competency-based sorts in education and the idea

of having some kind of mechanisnyror more' effectively "installing new

(educational) products" iri th'e:schoOls. Finally, the -concept of the
. .--

training' comill6c, cfeveloped in a. book talled-TeaChers for the Real World,,
had been operatiohb.11y_explored in 0.,,09-70 and by the time fiscal year

.?-;t-

I

'972 funding decisions were being made ten or eleven training complexes
' '

were in place and.had attained a measure of popularify., Whereas the,
- . , .

Ti'..a. iners of Teacher Trainers (ril), begun in 1967, hacaught the active

involvement of many university disciplines in the preparation ofteachers,

the training complexes now extended that lead to more actively include the

schools in that joint effort. A training complex was to be, among other

things,, neutral territory where schools and universities could cooperate

in teacher training.

The "body of ,experience" referred to earlier, then, seemed to amount to

the following: LouiSville exemplified gathering different Offi bf Education-

I.

4
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funded proje,cts together into single thrusts. The Jirban -Rural and TREND
,

programs encouraged system-wide efforts in which ,schools were to decide

their own priorities through planning and needs assessment, and

school boards were to delegate substantial authOrity over budget and hiring

of personnel to representative councils. The TTT 'program seemed to use

the training complex notion where institutions of higher education worked

cooperatively with local education agencies in the training of teachers,.

And finally, performance-based efforts in ed ucation, particularly in

teach
A

er training, and the idea that a "delivery system" was needed to insure

that the results of educational research--the "proven product s" and the

"prpniising practices " -- became available to classrooms, had both been

identified as concepts with a high potential for solving educational problems.

As fiscal year 1972.approached some Urban-:Rural funds remained

unspent'and were still available. At the same time pipers began appearing

on the British Teacher Centers, and some persons from the Office of
44.

Education visited England and returned impressed with what they had seen.

Teacher Centers were reported to be an infofmal place where teachers

gathered to become acquainted with and try out new materials and methods.

Much of their'apparent success was ascribed to the self-regulation the ,

Teacher Centers enjoyed: they were operated by teachers and Or' teachers.

The Teacher Center idea appeared a natural one on which to build

a new program that would take advantage of past experience and promising

ideas. The unspent money still available could be used to test such a

.1 2

-4- If
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program on a small scale during fiscal year 1972, while of the same time

planning preparatory to starting a large scale Program in fiscal year 1973'

could proceed using knowledge gained from these pilOt effortS. However,

time was essentia:1,to such'a plan and was too late to request and review

proposals for Teacher Center pi.ots. It was decided that BEPD (which.be-
,

. came the National Center for Improvement of Educational Systems inNov.-

emller 1971) would work together On this-with the'1.-tional Center for

Educational Communications, the two bureaus dealing with training and

with information retrieval and dissemination and the logical branches

under which the new program's emphases would faE. Moreover, this

joint involvement of BEPD (NCIES anchNCEC)' provided an adequate basis

-cor choosing pilot sites quickly since NCEC held approved proposals for

1971-12. It thus only remained to atnose from among theSe PrOposals and ap-
t

proach the sites involved to (a) test their willingness to be funded through NCIES

instead of NCEC, (b) test their willingness to become linked to. the infor-

mation dissemination tmit of their locale, and (c) verify their interests

haping the development of a national program under certain

limited constraints imposed by the Office of Education.. The unspent funds

en'

could then be encumbere,d through a contingency grant for 1971-72 requir",

ing only that a small percentage of the total grant be used for planning and

the additional money not be touched until the planning was gone.

As to the choice of sites, apart from their submission of strong

proposals to NCEC, it was .expected that the Office of Education would



learn most from dissimilar experithents encompassing a geographical

'S!

distribution and combination of situations representative enough to serve

as useful input to program planning. Accordingly, proposals froth Wash.-

ington, D.C., Texas, Rhode Island and the Bay Area were chosen.

Washington, D. C. represented a local echicatiOn ag-incy-state education

agency combination, had an active Career Opportunities Program and was

,repuied to have A good information system. Texas; a state education

agency model, had a well developed TTT`program, capable information

dissemination personnel, ,a.well-established'network of education service'

centers, and very advanced competency-aased teacher education efforts.

Rhode Island was a small state in which a university-basd model was to

be tried. There was als.o\ interest there in information dissemination and

in performance-based training. In addition, the state commissioner was

fel to have a systems management orientation and its was expected that the

state and local education agencies would work well together there. Finally,

in the, Bay Area, Oakland had a Career Opportunities Progra and a

training ,complex had been established in the area. The San Ma eo Educa-

tional Resource Center was an information/dissemination unit le to

serve the Oakland, Berkeley, and San Francisco distric s, and

)the Teachers Active Learning Center in San Francisco promise to embody
.

much of what a British Teacher Center was about--Ln fact, It -was thought

that the Teachers Active'Learning Center could becorna kind of model for

the Bay Area Teacher -Cen'ter. The Oakland Public School was named

,- -1 e" .
,



fiscal agent, but the project was to equally include both the San FranciscO

and Beilte ley schOol districts. The four sites which were approached are

reported to have reacted positively to the plan, declaring themselves

willing to submit proposals, and thus the four'Teacher Center pilots were

born.

C. THE PILOT PROJECTS AND THE OE CONDITIONS2

As already implied above, the following complex mixture of political,'
.

professional, personal and fiscal circumstances led to the selection of the

pilots: (a) considerable federal funds already existed on site which could

bebetter focused for professional staff training; (b) Office of Education

staff estimates of local staff potential for development were and
.

(c) the usual ill-defined quasi-political-fokCee- which always influence
1 '

government funding decisions were present. The Office of Education was

determined that the pilots develop naturally; that is, that as little direc-
. ,

tion or pre-determined structure as possible be impOsed through funding

requirements. The purpose of the pilots was as much to experiment with

in4titutional development strategies as to reform teacher training. The

pilots were aimed at finding new ways to increase institutional cooperation

and responsiveness to public school needs in the.training -of teachers..
I

Once chosen the four pilots were to provide an opportunity for

comparative study not only in regard to their development as pilots but

also in the Way they organized and used their resources, given their initial

2. The material in this section is based on the documents I 23 OE, I 69 OE,
and I 71 OE; see appendix for complete reference.
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circumstances and their interections with Office of education personnel.
4

The Office of Education insisted only that each pilot meet certain principles

of operation or conditions which summarized lessons learped from earlier,
Q, .

experiences with the operation'of many different programs. At first,

these conditions were stated by the Office of Education as follows:

'Iv

,
Parity: There was to be involvement of sate departments.

of education, universities, local school districts, and community

representatives as cooperative and equal parties in the

establishment of teacher training efforts.

Needs assessment: Initial program planning was to be based

on a systematic determination of client-needs.
...

t expected
.

Planning to meet identified needs: Each pilo was xpected to
40

address itself programmatically to identified needs on an
$

ongoing basis.

Reallocation of resources to meet priority needs: Reallocaybn
$

of resources was to occur to meet priority needs tin each of
.."

the pilot projects. ,.
\

Commitment at highest level of management: Commitment

from the highest level of :management in each pilot was to be

secured and maintained.

fi Process evaluation:1" A problemsolving approach to .projeCt
. .

development, including process evaluation, was to be apart

of each pilot.

,r1 .

.

-8-
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. . ..-. ,
Informationtdisseminationtsystem: An information system for ,

, 6
..,1 q

storage and retrieval of educational training practices was to.

be linked 'to each pilot and be capable of dissemination of

relevant information to project clients.

However, ,there was considerable ambiguity on the extent to Which

these conditions or a subset of them wereto.be applied. There were

also problems of definition. clea.rly,niany activities importantly differpnt

in nature,and scope could be put forth as examples 3f any of the conditibns 0"-
.

and detailed local investigation over time would be necessary to provide

adequate examples of how any pilot operationally defined each condition.

, ,(As it turned out, ER,C attempted, in 1973,'to compare Ole pilots'on

thOr progress relative to'P'ach condition This was done through a series

of interviews at each site and through analysis of documents produced
- ,

by each prOject. The results of the comparison are presented in'two ERC

reports, Evaluating the Four Teacher Center Pilots: A Status Report,

March 28, 1973, lit:Amine I; and Evaluat,in' the'FOur Teacher Center Pilots:

. The Annual Report, June 30, 1973, Volume

Project officerS were to help communicate to their pilots the Office

of Education conditionp which were to apply. How the ton ditions were to

11 .be interpreted operationally was also left up to each pilot and the alksis-

tance of its project officer. By mid-1972 it seemed clear that [o',:-(o,"
4. ,o

adherence to the Office of Education conditions world be tolerated by

the Office of Educ(a.tion and that only, the condition calling for some sort
.

o



of evaluation might be more rigorously enforced. The pilots themselves
itto

eventually seemed`to recognise as "the Office of EdbCation conditions"

,only the requirements for parity, needA assessment, evaluation, and an

information/ dissemination system. It is also evident in retrospect, that
la,

eachpilot abided .by these conditions with different degrees of rigor and-
.

'emphasized some more than others.

.4

d I
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CHAPTER 2

THE APPLICATION 'MODEL

A. INTRODUCTION ;

Chapter I briefly,traced the evolution of the pilots and noted thp con-
.

ditions applied to their development by the Office of Education. This chapter

is devoted to the pl'esentation of an"application model" and a discussion

of each of the fupctions'it contains.

In 1974 ERC created a set of categories of educational activity which

were used to classify the opeptional characteristics of each -(31' the pilots

(1950E). The impact surveys of 1973-74 and 1974775 mentioned in Appendix 1
44

were designed on the basis of these categories which are isted below:

establishment of program goals relevant to real world educa-

tional nbedsbased on client and practitioner perceptions;

establishment of a system that makes knowledge available,

to practitioners (teachers and administrators) to roeet goals;3
. .

delivery to practitioners of products, processes, and services

needed to deal with real world goals;

training of practitioners to use programs and services that

deal with real world problems;

involvement of practitioners and ciients in the creation of
4

programs relevant to real world goals;

.



0

,involvement of practitioners and clients in the governance

of educational organizations responsive to real world goals;

increasing resources that exist within the or'ganization's

span of control;

improvetmqt of the institutional health of educational prgani-

zations; and

increasing the resources potentially available to an organization
4s. -

through the establishment of interinstitutional cooperation.

, From these categories, a definition for Teacher Centers emerged:

an educational organization engaged in most or all of the aboVe mentioned.

categories of educational activities. These categories also more or less

encompassed the original Office of Education conditions by which the pilots

were supposed to abide or to exhibit. The *twist 1974 summary volume

(I 95 OE) produced by, the. ERC staff outlined the different components of

each project that fell under the caiegoryiheadings at the time.

This year the samd categories were reconsidered in an attempt to

summarize and contrast project activity more comprehensively. 'his
_24

led td the *da ntification of the following seven functions in terms of whiche

the activities of the pilot projects can be described.

1.0 Manage pilots

2.0 Establish program goals

3.0 Develop and provide field -based teacher training

4.0 Maintain space for teachers

-12-



I*5.0 Provide information current educational research. and practice

6.0 Develop and deliver a problein-solving capacity .

7:0 Conduct evaluation

On the following page the same functions are,incorkorated into a

network labeled Ope.rate Teacher Center. Each. of the numbered functions

has been analyzed into the subactivities that define them. 1 Some-obvious\

and necessary relationships among the functions are shown by Means of

arrows. 2 This network, then, is the general scheme under which any

of the pilots may be aescribed,

1. Volumes II anti Min this series of ERC reportsrdescribe the. BALC
and RITC programs in some detail. .

2. Technically, the head of the arrow po is to the component that uses
as inputs outputs of the components 'fx m which the arrow originates.
Double-headed arrows show that the cojnpdnen sinV.91ved use each
other's outputs as inputs. .:

*t
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B. DISCUSSION

In this section project events and characterlstics will be examined

with a view toward differences in Teach6*Center functions at the three

pilot sites and the hope that it will provide guidelines and conclusions

for any reader involved in similar efforts. Some discussion will be

based on material presented in Chapter 1.

1. 0-lianagement

a. The Federal Role

Although details on how the pilots were selected are only

partially known to the- ERC staff, ft does seem clear that the Office

of Echication was eager to take advantage of certain promising
.

local conditions. ;
kl

tyl

InoRtiode Island a new commissioner of education and a plan

to initiate a large scale reorganization in the edneational system

_ combines:14o provide a setting compatible wifh the Office-of Education's

desire to experiment with large-scale teacher training reform.

In the BEty Aisea'a history of innovation and previous infusions

of federal dollars provided a fertile setting in Which, with a little

help, something dramatic migh*hapPen. Already in existenc for

example, were the San Mateo Educational Resource Centek., which

exemplified the Office of Education's interest in information disse-

mination systems, and the Teachers Active Leatning Center, which

embodied a.variation of the English Teacher Center and the promise

Or

-15-
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model for whatever strategies of teacher education
, .

mi eme et ,/ ,
.

/1. ,/ . .
.

. In Tex 's the existing educatiOnal program was sufficient reason.
. .. ....

in itself to justify the" location of t1 9'. pilot site; many persons have. .

'

. , ,,,, ..
, . ., .,

maViiained'that the Office of Ecliftfakifro's early formulations of

the Teacher Center progrx\ain
.

bort-Owed heavily from educational
,1 t : , .

activity being implemented in the Lone Star state.

,I1 has already been noted that the Office of Education.was eager'''.

&to have the pilots develop programs that would be respaisAye to local

Conditions and interests. This, however, depended on thi;project

officers In both the Bay Area and RhocTE Island, the Office-irk Edttcp.47

tion, through project officers, their demands and postures, asserted

a good deal of influence. The project officer in Texas, however,

,clopted a laissez faire attitude from the beginning, and the federal

dollars', ere immediately used statewide to further develop ongoing or

already plan ed activities.

In the Bay Area the Office of Education insisted that the Teachers

Active Learning Center (TALC), in operation in San Francisco at

the time, become an ingredient in the tri-district effort.' This

requirenient turned out to be ineffectual at best, and at worst injected

a poison into the first year,
district didAriot want .TALC

A good deal of fricticu .fir s

of project activity. The Oakland school

ip an unnegotiable ingredient in the project.

created and emotional energy wasted in

-16-



a inistrative maneuvers, as TALC fought to retain funding and remain

a member of the project and the °Aland school district fought, with
I

eventual success, to cut it out. ;TALC exemplified the sort of Teacher

Center built up around the charismatic leadership of one indi.,viclual.

It asserted and promoted a definite philosophy and perhaps for that

reason aldne posed a threat to an agency that was to have responsibility

over a project but had not yet formulated its own approach. It is

/ironic that in the summer of 1974,,wiTh Office of Education influence

over such *matters gone, the director of TALC began offering courses
a

in BALC summer programs and that in the fall of 1974 TALC physically,

moved into the START Center of the Oakland school system. By

that time TALC was receiving BALC funds to operate the "Teacher'

Shelter. "

The San Mateo Educational Resource Center (SMERC) operation
:.... .

had Also attracted the Office of Edication to the Bay Area, and while
V

....
. .

it did not get embroiled in a similar battle, it never became a part

of BALC. Pei:Kaps in thiS case the Office of Education directions were

not sufficient. It was never'communicated to the managethent firm plan-

ning BALC that SMERC was expected to be an essential-ingredient. When

the firm did discover that SMEAC was supposed to be included the news

came as such a surprise -that it ,Was: perceived as another constraint in

a complex undertaking that alreddy had too many unexpected and unpre-

dictable vafiables. The management firm, in fact, took nn the job with-



P

.-I

out knowledge of the Office of Education's experiment with the Teacher

Center pilots and in that sense began the task cut off from history. The

San Mateo center was used a few times during the planning period but it

certainly did not end up as a structural feature in the Bay. Area center.

Meanwhile, the early months in the development of RITC were

marked by the shifting posture of the Office of Education. RITC seemed

to be constantly rewriting its proposal in order to conform to the

changing winds at the Office of Education while its own internal plan-

ning and preparation activities seemed to be just as much in flux.
/

At a time during which the Bay Area seemed to be forging ahead under

the energetic leadership of the project officer assigned by the Office of

Education, and in complete disregard of the office's own internal turmoil

and uncertainty, RITC was attempting to twist and turn with the office's

changing posture. While RITC perceived its project officer's attempts

at communicating shifts in the Office of Education's wishes as genuinely

helpful, it nevertheless ended up marking time.
It

aran
,Outside appec aes,- however, re deceiving. After a little

over a year and about $350, 000 hardly a trace was left of the, elaborate

approach attempted in the Bay Area, not so much because it was a

poor one but because it failed to engage the local: contexts and interests.
,.

In retrospect Rhode Island may have found the lengthy exchange over

the proposal a welcome delay. From,December 1971 to June 1972

the grand design for reshuffling the state, agency in Rhode Island was



being formulated and implemented. The delay may have provided

the necessary time tb achieve the organization necessary to make use

of the Teacher Center funds when they were received. Once funded,i

Rhode Island did provide such things as an information dissemination

system, but in general it was guided by its own plans 'rather than by

those of the Office of Education. Thus, in the long run, a viable
A-

program did indeed take shape, but as part of a large scale strategy

of institutional change rather thar as a result of an Office of Education

directive or plan. It can be maintained that the success of the .
.

Teacher Center program in Rhode Island is due primarily to local

vision: initiative, and planning. Funds received from the Office' of

Education certainly helped the effort along but they might havi came
.

out of any other Office of Education budget. In fact, in site of the

half-heartedly imposed conditions, one can maintain that the most

important thing the office did for the pilots was to supply dollars.

One may also argue that those project components that developed
cr

in seeming relationship to conditions imposed by the Office of

Education would have emerged in due course without the,office's

half-hearted pressure. In Texas and Rhode Island especially these

components arose-in keeping with.directions being set within the

state rather than as..a result of the goals of the Office of Education
. #

program. It was certainly wise on the part of the office to select

locations representing in broad outline what had been learned from

-19-
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past attempts at change and innovation, but the diagnosis did not

go far enough. Not only was there ambiguity and ambivalence on the

part of the Office of Education relative to its own goals, but except

for the Bay-Are , no strategy of intervention was devised which

extended thefnitial diagnosis and took its cues accordingly. And

although in, he Bay,Area the project officer assigned by the Office

of Education initiate&a finely drafted set of procedures which probably

exemplified the kind of logical reconstruction of systemic intervention,

one might find in a text book, it did not mesh with the existing context

and when the leadershiphs5roject officer was removed the approach

died almost instantly. .-\ ' '
The intervention in the Bay Area promoted a process for which

no local roots existed. While in principle it may be pcSsible to

stimulate a new development it must be ever-consciously remem-

bered that an intervention is only that; it is not permanent. An

intervention that creates dependencies or makes no provision for its

own absence will probably be wasted. This is also true of an inter-

vention that consists of dollars only. It may be critical to tie federal

money to local money, as was voluntarily done by RITC and TCIES,

in order to give status to an activity within the existing structure and

in order to make institutionalization possible.

In this, discussion on the liaison between the' pilots and the
.

federal government it should also be noted that in June 1973 the Office
I

. ,

'-20-
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of Education's policy of regionalization went into effect with a

A number of consequences for the pilots. The policy required project

officers to reside in the region in which their projects were located.

Regional commissioners were also relocated in each region. Each

region received a certain amount of money per year but they also received

recommendations for its expenditure from the federal office although the

regional commissioners could technically make their own decisions.

This regionalization appeared to be accompanied by a lowering

of morale on the part of the projects. BALC and RITC were assigned

new project officers who had not been part of the pilot's develop-

mental years. A new project officer for TCIES, for example, which

was accustomed to a laissez faire type of leadership, attempted closer

supervision of the project and was not well received for'the effort.

Along with the old project officers the pilots also lost their

'affiliation with the NCIES, which resulted in a decrease in national

visibility and stature. , The pilots rare no longer part of an identifi-)

able OffiCe of Education program, and while they may have lost
I

little in the design of project activity, the struggle for funding became

more difficult. It was now necessary to explain the nature of the

program to people unacquainted with the circumstances surrounding

the funding of the pilots, and, consequently, harder to find sym-
,,

pathetic ears. As has already been pointed out, there were no

clear guidelines fort Teacher Center fund* proposals such as those

-21-
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for Title I funds, fOr example. Proposals now had to satisfy a

different crop of project officers. Nor did the poor communications

which appeared to exist between the Office of Education and the. regional \t,

project,officers make life for the pilots any easier.

"The pilots differ in their relationships with agencies'and insti-

tutions other than the Office of Education. TCIES, for example, is

an umbrella for a network of Teacher Centers which in turn attempt

to coordinate universities, local education agencies, regional serf

vice centers, and professional associations. BALC coordinates

some in-service teachei^ education activity among the three districts,

and facilitates more effective use of existing resources. RITC acts
.

as liaison between the local education agencies, universities, and the

state department of education and tries to further more relevant

in-service training for tea&iers.

b. Planning and Coordinating Institutional Change- %

11The success of any pilot activities observed can tied more to

the quality of leadership, often charismatic'leader'ship, than to

anything else. The qualities ,involved are vision or conceptual power,

considbrable interpersonal and*strategic skills, and a personal commit-

ment that goes beyond that expected of anyone assigned to a job.

Texas is an excellent example. Mere a small group of men with

power, a sense of history, and a thorough understanding of political

complexities set a whole new direction for the state. What they

-22-
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a

worked fro\n, however, was not the kind of plan one might expect given

the current fad for networking and linear system analyses, hut a

philosophy Id approach that becomes, in retrospect, a most care-
's

fully worked out design.

Much of what has been accomplished by the pilots has depended

on the continuing presenci of these people. Ir some cases, such as

in the START Center and the Teacher Learning Center in the Bay

Area, the director, of the project personifies the project. In Rhode

Island, although the top level adMinistrators in the state department

who initiated the state reorganization and helped establish the Teacher

Center were all gone by 1975, the top level RITC managers have

remained. They were centrally involved in, all Teacher Center activity

from the beginning, are native sons, and know how to get the support

they need.

A theme that has continued throughout the life of the pilots,has

been that of mandated change versus discretionary change. On the

one hand, plans and policy decisions seem,' basically, to be deter-

mined by the possibility or desirability of mandating change or at

least planning it systematically. The proponents of mandated change

maintain that cooperation on projects that have no other incentives--

like Teacher Centers--be legislated by law. Senate Bill 8 attytipts

this by incorporating competency-based teacher education into

state certification standards in Texas. Merely providing the

-23-
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oppOrtunity for thesort of cooperation that is necessary is not enough

when one considers the power of vested interests and of existing
),-

reward systems. Once a mandate enforces a change, many ways may

be found.to make the change attractive.

On the other hand, proponents of discretion ary change maintain

that the kind'of changes sought cannot be legislated effectively. They

point out that the state standards mandating competency-based teacher

education were rescinded and that, even in the case of school integration,

where much clearer constitutional questions are involved, mandated

change has encountered definite resistance. A variation oa this view

is that change through legal means often consists of 'action that is

merely the converse of the problem (fight alcoholism by first restrict-:

ing then prohibiting.the sale of alcohol) and, eventually, the solution

becomes a'problem itself. According to formal problem-solving para-

digms, the Phase I and Phase II planning strategy employed in both

the Bay Area and Rhode Island are admirable. In the Bay Area an
4

elabOrate strategy was used to select and engage a management
.

firm to work with a community group to produce a plan of operation.

As already noted above, however, the eventual failure of the

strategy was probably due to the °quality of leadership exerted by

those people still on the scene once the project officer who launched

the experiment was gone. In Rhode Island the analogous process,

which was to end up with some goal statements and programmatic

.1(
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intentions, was compressed into a daylong needs ,assessment con-

ference. Although all groups--univprsity, community, teaching

profession, arid Schoolswere represented, their "traditional differences

would make it difficult to hammer out goals for a prbgram acceptable

to all of them and would involve conflict. One may conclude, therefoie,

that a quiet, amiable one-day conference stayed at a rather general

level- -was perhaps a pro forma activity.

In the Bay Area, it is questionable whether the superintendents

ever gave the project their full support. Leadership of the project,
changed hands twice before its present director was appointed in

1973, and, by 1975, none of the original thret, superintendents

remained in office. The elaborate planning period notwithstanding,

it seems, in retrospect, that it , too, was a pro forma activity. It

appears how as an elaborate dance, aimed at involving many different

parties and interests and giving expression to an Weal problem-
.1'

solving paradigm, but stiWchoreographed to protect4the.existing
O

structure.

In Rhode Island there has been more continuity and cooperation.

The person originally named as director of the Teacher Center is

still its director and the Teacher Center itself has been firmly

installed in the structure of the state education agency. 19970 a

new commissioner of education took office in Rhode Island and began

a reorganization of the state's department of education. Around the'

-25-
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same time the chairman of the education department at the Univerr

sity of Rhode Island began reorganizing the school's teacher-training

program. The planning of both reorganizations was compatible and

corresponded to the loose funding guidelines established by the Office

of Education for the Teacher Center program. It was thus possible

to combine the interests of the state and the university and support

them with Teacher Center funds.

Since no plan for institutional reform existed, it is quickly

apparent that the Bay Area and Rhode Island differ tremendously

in their methods of handling the problem. Initially Rhode Island

was to representlwhat the Office of Education called a "university

model," meaning that a uniyerky (in this case the University of

Rhode Island) would be the grantee to plan and develop a Teacher Cen-

ter in Rhode Island. If one looks at the results, however, one would

be more likely to call Rhode Island a "state model" than a university

model. In fact, it appears that, at that time, representatives of

the university and the new commissioner of education had reached

some agreement on the operation of a Teacher Center prior to the

funding of Rhode Island as a pilot.

It seems less important to decide whether RITC is a university

model or a state model than it is to s *e what organizational relatfOn-..

ship it bear's to the state and the university. During 1970-71 the

state commissioner had gained legislative support for consolidation

-26-
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of all public educaleion organizations underdpe supervision of his

office. Urider his plan the divisions of elementary, secondary, and'

higher education were essentially consolidated under ont--system

headed by the commissioner and a board of regents. This created
,

a decided advantage over a state board of education for elementary and

secondary- education and a different board for higher education, the

structure that exists in most states. In it, each board duplicates

many services, has its own research unit, its own fiscal offices,

competes for available resources, and obtains essential planning data

from each other through formal,, often not very effective, communi-

cation channels. 'A Teacher Ceuter located within the divisiOn of
.

elementary and secondary education and separated from one for

higher education, would find it difficult to accmnplishits main

missionworking collaboratively iii both areas.. It would find itself

intruding upon different and probably well protected territory in

order to deal effectively with either side. As it turned out, RITC

is housed in the state education agency although all of its personnel- -
g

bxcept the director--are paid through the University of Rhode Island.

The federal funds supporting "RITC got the University of Rhode

Island and, in, that sense, RITC personnel- except for the director--

are really its emplo ees.
I 4 -

The %esultd is that a considerable change in the posture of

the Rhode Island state department toward locp.1 education agencies

"-N
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,and'problemS-in education has been accomplished. The same Cannot

be said for the school districts in the Bay Area, but then their goals

were not aimed at major institutional change at the school district

level and certainly noat the state level. This maybe due to the

fadt that three different school districts were involved and a grand

design for systemic change was not developed. Efforts to institutionalize

BALC programs seem restricted to the appointment of BALC admini-
,

strators to adjunct professorships at nearby universities. With

one adminisIttrator from each school district, it is possible to give

teachers attending,BALC workshops graduate or undergraduate credit,

and to provide in-§ervice training that is'cheap, field-based; and

available on evenings and weekends, depending on teachers' schedules.

Both RITC and TCIES promote systemic change, RITC works-

with individual schools but treats them as a system; it does not enter

individual. classrooms. In contrast, BALC tries to b,,e directly re-

sponsivp to individual teachers and the problems they face in their

classrooms.

In Rhode Island the statedepartment reorganized itself in order

to be more responsive to local 'Reeds and RITC encourages institutional

change through the services it'makes available to interested school

districts. In that senge RITC may bp associated with a strategy of

discretiOnary change. This contrasts with Texas,. where legislation

was passed'to require tollatioration on teacher education by different

111
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-constituencies. Similarly, the attempt to build competency-based

teacher education into the state standards in Telas Was an attempt

to mandate some changes in, teacher education. It is interesting to

speculate about the rdlationship between TCIES, competency,' -based

teacher education, and institutional change. Under current procedure,

a college or university, submits to the Texas Education Agency an
<71

application for certification for each student it graduates; each

graduating student also submits an application. Both are reviewed

by the Division of Teacher Certification, which is.directly under the

authOrity of the deputy commissioner. The plan may have been to

move TCIES, which has been responsihle for the support of the Teacher
.

Center and has been promoting_ competency-based teacher education,

into the Division-Of TeaCher Certification. 'In th4t way the influence

TCIES has been exertini-through the Teacher Ce4ters and the

competency movement would a recognizaae force 'in themovement

state` agency. Presumably the orientation of TcI 'could then be I

0 '. t`
could positionmade to carry more weight, since it ould be in,a "position to. approve

t=

.. \
or diliapprove teaching certificates as well as tea..cher education

, e, ., . r
..:4..1

.1t \

programs offered by the different colleges and univers,itiks.
-.11. V.., :.:(:\*.

. . . \ 1.i.c. Advisory Boards and Collaboration t.y. \ , V\

One conclusion that may be drawn fPom the exPerik/4104
N \

Island and the Bay Area is that the extent to which the quetp.kce of ``,:\

parity becomes an inflammatory issue depends very much upctk\tkie

fa 29-
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cultural pe,, cRlia ,.ties.,.ties.

r
of the setting. In\;\ `,.

the Bay. Area different ethnic

groups lumped together under the term "community" created a vocal,

and sometimes militant, presence from the beginning. As we have

seen, the proper moves were made as far as representation at
.

meetings was concerned,, but; ultimately, control over the fate of

the project seems to have remained in the hands of the original author

ties--the established school district officials. The universities and

professional associations to this day never exercised much pressure

for recognition. In Rhode Islan , only after repeated insistence on

the part of the Office of Education was there adequate representation
e

of the community on a Teacher Center board. TV conflicts between

the universities and the school systems which are inherent in the .
improvement of teacher education must have played themselves out

silently. .The Rhode Island projett did include National Education

Association and American Federation of Teachers representatives on

their board from its inception and appears to have garnered their

cooperation and active involvement.

It seems an'inescapable conclusion that the troubles one might

expect from an attempt to4mplement an idea such as parity are, in

_broad outline, predictable, if there is reasonable knowledge about

i'the culture of the settings involved.

Although what parity might mean in the Bay_ Area was anticipated,

the scope and kind of involvement the community was to have was

never crarified. Early meetings of the Planning groUps and the

sot-called Group of 24 are shot through with the notion of broad

pai-ticipation in program.planning. The original proposal prepared
SiP4
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by the management firm permitted that sort o; input by the community

and, it is safe to assume, that same impression was given to the

Group of 24 who were invohied in selecting the final proposal. How-

ever, during the final negotiation of that proposal, some crucial

changes in wording resulted that had the effect of weakening the

community's input to program planning." Thus, understanding the

role of the community in program planning and the responsibility for

program planning itself was different on the part of the two groups

eventually working together--the management firm and the community.

No matter what the final agreement might have said, the management

firm was unable to avoid the spirit of community paiticipation which

had been in the air up to that time. Together with the school dis-

trict's unwillingness to relinquish its decision-making power over

such a major programmatic effort, "it seems likely that this difference

in perception was responsible for the inability of the management

firm to properly specify and execute its work.

The power of advisory boards varies from one Teacher( Center to

another. In' the Bay /Lea the BALC board serves only an advisory

function. It advises the director of BALC who in turn advises the

superintendents. The RITC board advises the commissioner of

education, who has final authority. TCIES has only an executive

committee, which meets re larly to advise its director. However,

o- lciekl._Teacher Cep,ers. throUghont Texas have boards or councils
.

0
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whose influence varies greatly; some have orly weak a:dvisory,roles,

others design and implement programs. In all three pilots the

Teacher Center concept has been in obvious conflict with other

. traditionally or legally established organizations or individuals--

1 school boards, superintendents, and schools of education at uli-

veisities. In none of the Teacher Centers does the community have

a status equal to that of the universities or the schools.

As board members it is clear that professionals find it difficult

to deal in a straightforward way with each other, to let their hair

ddwn, to show their weaknesses. This problem becomes magnified

when parents, students or community represvitatives are added to

a board. A certain amount of lead time is needed for the most power-
,

ful existing interests to reach some sort 'of mutual trust before the
. , . ..

arena is opened_up to other groups whO should be involved. Exactly
41.. ".,

how ,representatives of different groups.m4 be brought together,-

to work productively depends -on, fhe specific_ lecality. The long plan-
-

ning time that was neededi.tweiVe months in Rhode Island, eighteen
.

months in the Bay Area, and loiig,er in Texaswas .due as much to

the difficulty of achieving'reasonable collaboration among the

it

dif-

ferent entities involved as t :was to any other factor. In Texas,

in atleast one of,the local Teacher Centers, the terns parity is being '
s

avoided; instead, the term "fundfional involvement" substituted.
_ _ -

By using this term it is hoped that Teacher Center councils wilftAlize

iz r

e
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that effective collaboration is made poisible by recognizing the unique

strengths of each cooperating constituency.- _these, different strengths

also imply different responsibilitiessomething which
4

idea that all'council partners should contribute, equally

coming- before the council.

d,- Exercising-fiscal responsibilities

refutes the

to all matters

Another problem that has plagued each of the 'pilots has been

who the fiscal agent should be. Sh Ould e the agency itself, or

a federal agency? On the one hand, it is difficult to use existing

resources to support efforts at systemic change; on the other hand, while

federal funds are needed for experimentation, the organizational and

administrative arrangements involved must be such that the funds are
I

safeguarded and can be used with maximum flexibility. These latter

requirements sometimes conflict with each other yet new organizational

structures must have the opportunity to eventually become institu-

tionalized.

The problems involved are as much a function of existing conditions

as of the strategy used. In the Bay Area\Yno systemic change was

envisioned and, in this respect, the problem was reduced to obtaining
of,

agreement from the three school: districts on who the fiscal agent

would be. In Texas the education, service center located in Austin
,

I, was made the fiscal agent for TCIES. TCIES has, by design, main -

tamed a posture of low visibility, employing at most two, and now
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one, full time staff members, yet preparing the way for systemic
s

change at the state level. Although the funds used by TCIES come

through a local education service center, an implicit agreement

makes the service center a mere conduit and permits TCIES total

control over the funds. The problem is further complicated in that

evidence of achievement and, hence, continuation of federal funds,

is considered to be the "institutionalization,of change." Thus,

during 1974-75 the Office of Education has pressed to have TCIES

housed within the state agency. Officials in Texas, however, have

resisted that move pending state agency reorganization and the

results of the recent attorney general's opinion on competency-

based teacher education. In their view it is necessary to wait before

placing TCIES within the state agency in order to ensure that the

"changes sought have a reasonable chance of materializing.

The strategy in Rhode Island involved state agency reorganization

from The beginning, but e may assume that that move was not with-

out its own conflicts and considerable problems. RITC had to be

protected,from vested interests and traditional ideas, but, at the

' same time, it had to relate to these interests in order to assert itself
>

and make an impact. In Rliode 'Island a central purpose made

explicit in early 1972 was to change the role of the sta to education

agency from'a regulatory to a service unit: The traditional role of

.00
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the state agency had been to direct and regulEte school districts;

the new or revolutionary role called for the state to provide service

and assistance to the school districts. One may suppose that placing

funds for the Teacher Center, which spearheaded the basic change

in purpose, with the Uniiiersity of Rhode Island, _was a way of safe-

guarding them.

2.0 Establish Program Goals

One of the conditions set forth by the Office of Education when the pilots

were first funded was that they conduct formal needs -assessment surveys

and develop their programmatic activity from these assessi74ents. Both

.
Texas and Rhode Island made visible efforts and progress in designing and

using needs assessment procedures. There is another category of goals,

however, which is implicit and expresses a point of view, philosophy,

or approach, father than a design or program. In Rhode Island the basic

aim of the state reorganization was to cha ge the postre of the state from

a controlling and regulatory agency to one that .ved local school districts.

This new interest, which they are carrying out, was to build up the local

problem-solving capacity, to provide service to local school districts,

and to leave school districts alone to work out their own problems. Texas

shares the. aim of improving the..problem- solving capacity of the school

districts, but it exerts a good deal more leaders,hip-in directing, controlling,

and managing change. For example, in 1970-71fivE4 sites were picked by

TCIES to develop competency-baged teacher education programs. In the
.

r`
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following year, new sites and new thrusts were added. Needs assessment

components were developed at Houston and El Paso and the delivery of

"proven products",,was stressed in all cases. Again TCIES picked the

thrust and the sites: funding v;tent to sites that were in sympathy with

certain strategies and programniatic directions. .

In Rhode Island the approach is less controlled: services are offered,

made known, and used by organizations if they so desire. .While competency-

based teacher education became a vehicle for change in Texas, in

ghlicie Island it became an idea to study: a group examined different corn-

petency-based programs throughout the nation, launched a two-year study

to determine the consequences if competency-based programs were adopted,

and issued a report. The report recommended, slowing down competency-

based activity; this recommendation was followed, even though two uni-

versities had, in the meantime, received funds to pilot some competency-

based modules.

Thus there is a way in which leaders at the State level in Texas and

Rhode Island set goals or a basic direction. These goals, although perhaps

-influenced by political considerations, represented the application of cer-

tain ideologies or beliefs in, education.

-Probably most programs today are asked to justify their goal's and

activities, and More is meant by this than to proVide a rationale. The hope

is thafneeds can be objectively established and definect4d; in true

linear systems-analysis fashion, a program can be designed whose output

directly alleviates the need. Such an approach seems to assume that a
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comprehensive model for a society exists, that it can be constructed, that

all will agree to it, that cause and effect relationships are known, and that

arrows an show how everything is connected to everything else. Not only

is such a picture not available, it may not be desirable. In any event it

would.seem that the approach involved calls for some sort of political ratifi-
4

cation.

All this aside, attempts at local needs assessment' --especially in

Texashay? had a hard time of it. Models were developed at Houston and

at El Paso in 1971-73, but in the summer of 1973 a technical review
°

recommended that the El Paso effort bst,discontinued. The Houston Needs

Assessment Model, addressing stud,pnts' and teachers' needs, was made

part of five pilots. It was not free of problems, however, and, during

1974-75, funds' were to be allbcated to refine the model., These funds were

not released by the Office of Education, however, and no further, develop-

ment of that model has taken place. Edch of the five local pilots

developed an operational plan based on needs assessment, but whether or

not the pilots function in accordance with that operational plan has not been

O

fully established. The impact survey form in 1973-764 showed to only

about 25 percent of those people surveyed were able to articulate Whatthe needs
et.

assessment had yielded. Needs assessment activit:es continued-to be

time consuming, cumberscrme,: out of phase with existing schedules, and

hard to translate into program plans.
OD

RITC has also invested in needs assessment procedures. Teacher
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needs assessment at the state level serves to identify the general training

needs of teachers and administrators across the state. The information

gathered from this activity helps a committee identify in-service training

packages which will be made available through'the Alternate Learning

Center of RITC. In addition to this activity at the state level a "how to"

package exists which RITC consTants make available to districts so that

they can carry out, their own needs alessment activities. Here too, as

in Texas, it is difficult to say that the objectives of the RITC components

directly correspond to the results of the statewide needs assessment results;

In the Bay Area formakneeds assessment strategy seems to be

considered irrelevant. No advantage is seen in creating sophisticated ways

to collect data on needs as perceived by students, teachers or others.

Instead, BALC lists skills and asks teachers to check those that they feel

shoul' become the basis for in-service training. This is done quarterly,

or semi-annually, using a simple one or two-page format. The results

obtained are tallied, priorities are set, and workshops are offered if

resources are available. In that sense BALC responds directly to school

personnel with very specific and limited kinds of training or other services.

Services are directed at individual teachers, but th e is no planned .

strategy to influence district-wide curriculum arrangement that may

be due to the cultural variety of the Bay Area.
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3.0 Develop and provide field -based teacher training

a. ;Developing CBTB capability

Of all the reacher Centers, Texas has demonstrated the greatest

enthusiasm for competency -based teacher education. In the Bay -)

, ) -
Area the topic never seems to have been considered; in Rhode Island

it was studied, tried on a limited basis, and de-emphasized.

In 1972 a state mandate in Texas demanded that by 197,7
! ,

certification be competency-based, but in 1975 this mandate was .

rescinded. The state attorney's opinion was that this mandate con-
,

tradicted a 1905 laws which decreed that graduates of teachers
/-. - .

colleges were entitled to a certificate. This development has brought
%.,

0 ..

into question the state agency's ability to mandate anything pertaining

to teacher Certification and has created a sort of vacuum. It is not
0i

yet clear what influence the attorney general's opinion will have on
.

the momentum built up by competency-based teacher education, but
... i

4 is doubtful that the tide can be turned back .,entirely. It is interest-
... qt.

ing-to Speculate, however, on what might have happned if the .

competency specification requirement had been extended only to

schools of education. . Much of the furor, after' all, came from other

disciplines, with little or no acquaintance with problems in education

and certainly no familiarity with the competency-based approach

and the language it entails. Had the requirement been extended only

°
7
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to educators, not nearly so much resistance might have been created.

One interesting development is that data are being gathered on

the first graduates of a competency-based teacher education program.

By 1974 the University of Houston had graduated two different classes,

each of which had gone through a two-year competency-based

program. A follow-up study is being done to determine what results

may be ascribed` to their competency-based training.

b. In-service and preservice training

In Rhode Island teacher training activity has been limited to

in-service training except for two competency-based modules, one

piloted at the University of Rhode Island, and'the other at Rhode

Island College. Texas emphasizes both in-service and preservice

activity, and the Bay Area mostly in-service.

As already mentioned BALC responded directly to school per-

sonnel with very specific and limited kinds of training. The overall

goal of BALC is to make as effective use as possible of existing

resources in the Bay Area. In that sense their goal does not extend

to major institutional change at the school district level and certainly

not at the state level. BALC's functions, therefore, are restricted

to creating awareness of existing services and to planning new

services. As coordinat4r and source of information on services,

BALC has been associated with projects not directly under its control,

often making it difficult to tell'whether a certain project is .0.
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deliberate part of BALC activity or is simply channeled through it

for adm. inistrative conveniehce. When new services are planned,

however, representatived from each of the three school districts

participate:
giN

In general, a Teacher Center offering field-based teacher train-

ing, whether in-service or preserlrice, presents a clear threat o

the universities; who have traditionally monopolized both functions. u .

A stud of collaborative effort in rIexas (Volume IV inothiS serie§)

discusses some of the, difficulties encountered- when Teacher Centers

encroach on the traditional turf of the university. Their concern is not

limited to a Teacher Center's interest in preservice education. In

service training, an area traditionally disregarded by universities,

also influences student teachers through the supervising teachers,

thus, it too, contributes to the shape of a preservice !program.

4.0 Maintain Space for Teachers

One, of the basic tenets of the !British Teacher Centers is the provision

Of a space set aside exclusively fOr teachers whey qii they can gather and sharet
ti

ideas and talk informally. The four pilots however differ markedly in they

kind..and amount of space they make available to teachers. -RITC, for

example, does not itself provide any space at all. It is not

one of its objectives to facilitate interaction among teachers in this way.

stead, ITC deals With schools thexnselves, and helps teachers at individual

sc ools work together either to identify what they need or to design and-

4
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implement new programs.

The Teacher Centers for which BALC is an umbrella do provide space
4

where' teachers can come together to share ideas and review materials. In

fact the Teachers Learning Center in San Francisco has accumulated a collec-

tion of materials worth approximately, $400,000, which it keeps on consign-

ment from various publishers and agencies and.makes available to teachers.

The START center also has a large space consisting of six to twelve roams

and a icurriculum library. Both START and the Teachers Learning Center

have facilities readily recognizable by residents of San Francisco and Oakland.
. .

In Texa,---TCIES does not deal directly with teachers, but the many

local Teacher Cetiters throughout the state do. Their space allocations range.. .

from large and well stocked facilities to no ,space whatever. A consistent

response in the 1973-74 survey, pertinent to those Teacher Centers in Texas

containing separate facilities, was that teachers appreciated the opportunity
.

to meet each other and to hear new ideas which the Teacher Center meeting

ground provided. The survey Work in 1973-74 in the Bay Area also showed

that teacher°s appreciated having a place tin which to prepare their own

materials.

In many ways a separate tacility forleachers would seem to have

some potential. Such a place could become a laboratory, supporting'the

teachers' attempts at building curriculum .or study problems in their own

iphoolsand classrooms.. It would seem important that.,teachers become

involved in the scientific study of their own activity ard, although Teacher

.



Centers have not yet formally encouraged it, they probably will in the future.
a

Education would certainly benefit from serious and systematic study by its

own practitioners, a task now performed entirely by universities. Moving

in this direction would also affect the present teacher surplus, for, in

order to study their own work, teachers would have to devote a 'certain

amount of their time to it routinely and a greater number of teachers would

be needed-to carry on present teaching responsibilities. On,,the other hand,

it can be argued that many of the materials now produced are intended to ,

be teacher proof, refuting the need for space and study, but that certainly. must

be a hopeless approach to problems in education. The emphasis,inight better .

be on Laproving teachers' skills and involving them in the construction of
I

the solutions to their own problems.

5.0 Pnovide inforniation on current educationalresearch practice.

One of the ideas that the Office of Education wanted to encourage in

-At Teacher Center program was the establishment of an information dis-

seminatiop system at the national level. In Texas, 61 course, the network

of education service centers served precisely that function on a statewide

.7 .7

basis; teacher centers were located near service centers to take advantage

of it. There, was also-ihe Texas Information Services Project (TISP) whicti

. had been set up in 1971 ailound the time of the funding of the Texas Educa-

tional Renewal Center (TERC), but it was never effectively integrated with

TCIES. TCrIES also launched the dissemination of "proven products."

e Bay Area there was the San Mateo Educational Resource
_ .
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.C,enter (SMERC), said to be part of the reason the Bay Area was chosen as

a pilot site. SMERC seems to be.a self-sufficient activity, serving many

different clients in Alameda County, but it has no connection with BAI'.

START, the BALC Teacher Center in Oakland, is served by SMERC, bait

that Is because START is located in Alameda County and not because of any

interaction between *BALC and SMERC.

BALC never showed an interest in what were called "Proven products:"

If there is any emphasis, it tias been on teactiersproducing their own

materials. Proven products and many other vaaterials are simply not

considered relevant to the cultural mix of,the schools. Again, perhaps due

to the cultural variety of the Bay Area, the idea seems to have grown that

for teachers to be told what to do or how to .do''it is absurd. In one sense

this makes for a very provincial cliquishness; but, in another, it may be

just the sort of atmosphere that could nourish the idea of teacher as researcher,

and could actively involve teachers in the study of their own diScipline and

in the formal development of curriculum materials. 4

The Bay Area approac also . , -les some implication for the tech-

nology of needs assessment. As noted in the ERC report of rune 1973,

it has yet to be determined whether teachers would not be better served

through sustained intimate project activity at the building level, or whether

parents and students might make their needs better known and understood

through face to face discussion rather than through questionnaires; or
41,

whether teacher training,, particularly preservice education, might not be
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more effective if student teachers, instead of serving as reactors to predesigned

syStems and experiences, were'Made participants.

There was no information dissemination system in Rhode Island

so it was constructed as a part of RITC. The system was buirt so that

RITC" consultants could have primary access to it, and this strategy seems to have... r

had the effect of personalizing the information retrieval process and making

it truly useful to practitioners. The storage an'd retrieval problems are

such that only somebody intimately familiar with the system can use it

profitably, therefore a number of consultants have been trained to provide

a human link between the syStem and teachers_in the field. A school or a

teacher may call a consultant to investigate a problem; then, if necessary,

the consultant turns to the, information system and retrieves and reviews

whatever information seems pertin ent. The consultant then makes this

information available to the inquirer in whatever form is applicable to the

problem. Finally,- the RITC system does not restrict itself to handling

certain "proven products," rather, it involves representatives: from the

universities, teachers, the community, and the state,in deciding what

should be included in the in-service training offered through the ALC.

In these ways the Rhode Island system differs considerably from the

information dissemination system supported by TCIES. TCIES does not

have, nor does it support, the manpower necessary to carry out the sort of

consulting activities done by the Rhode Island -system. Both RITC and TCIES,
LA

however, schedule what are called "awareness conferences" at which
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teachers can become exposed to new materials.

HO Develop and deliver problem - solving capacity

This function refers to 'the need for increased capacity on the part

of schools akl teachers to respond constructively to instructional problems.

Two different strategies were employed for this, as exemplified by Texas

and Rhode Island.

RITC has available about seven consultants who help individual

schools and school systems formulate their problems, obtain pertinent

information, and design and carry out soltitions. They also act as advocates
i

for the schools in negotiating their proposals with the state. RITC seems

more interested in helping schools and school systems develop'the capacity

to solve their own problems than to solve the problems for them.

The general approach in Texas was to find a way to increase the
t

number of teacher centers on the premise that the .centers, exemplifying

national problem solving, would themselves become problem-solving
a

mechanisms. In 1970 a ehange agent training scheme was started in order

to encourage the development of_ additional teacher centers across the
. -

state. Individuals were seleted to attend year-long training sessions'at
t--

established sites with the understanding that they would return to their own

localities as catalysts for setting up teacher centers. In Dallas one example

of what centers can provide is found where staff members from each of

the four Area Teacher Centers respond to calls for service or assistance
. t

from schools in their area. They will also tackle a large variety of prob-
-,

r: rl
- . ' A ,
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lems such as designing and implementing teacher workshops, generating

curriculum ideas, or referring schools or teachers to pertinent informa.-

Lion sources.

Thus while in Rhode Island the strategy appears to have been specific,

aimed at solving discrete problems identified by practitioners or enhancing

theircexisting problem-solving capacity, in Texas the approach was a?'

establish more teacher centers with the built-in capacity of meeting local

problems. The Bay Area, in comparison, has no formally developed

problem-solving strategy, although the San Francisco Teachers Learning

Ceni:er has individuals available to offer technical assistance across a

broad range of problems.

One of the often-cited criticisms of education is the failure of

practitioners to makecfull use of the so-called scientific knowledge avail-

able, such as research. To meet that criticism, many of the teacher

centers in Texas emphasized the use of what were called proven products.

In both Texas and Rhode.Island information systems began to inventory

resources and information on which practitioners might draw. The Office
.

of Education was responding to the notion that a gap existed between

knowledge and practice when it established the pilots and formulated infor-

mation

us,

or delivery systems. Curiously enough, the Office of Education did

not heed its own advice, for the dpsign of the Teacher Center Program

itself, at one time identified with the notion of educational renewal, failed

to take advantage of available knowledge on how such a program might be
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organized. The design of the grogram paid little attention to pertinent work

in the area of knowledge production and utilization, for example, or to

many other pertinent aveas in applied behavioral science. Further, the

kind of assistance offered the pilots through the Office of Education during

their early years was probably irrelevant to their most pressing problems.

It may be argued that had the assistance needed by the pilots been thought

through more dispassionately, and the field of applied behavioral science

been more carefully examined, more pertinent aSsis';ance might have been

provided.

Another issue associated with developing a problem-solving capacity

is an "illusion of readiness" phenomenon. In Texas,, for example, people

were sent to be trained as change agents in' existing teacher centers in 1972,

yet only ,nciw are some of thes6 teb.dher centers beginning to grapple with

the fundamental issues of collaboration essential to getting a cooperative

effort underway. After time spent wrestling with problems like establishing

guidelines for admissioh to the teacher center, writing criteria for the

placement of student teachers, writing agreements governing the work to be

done by supervising teachers in the schools and university professors,

defining roles for the different partners ,in a, teacher center, and learning

to understand, and respect the different points of view and cultures that a

cooperative effort such as a teacher center must encompass, it should be

posible to mount much more powerful training programs. At least one
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teacher center in Texas is denoting some effort to designing a training pro-

gram which would assist a locality in establishing a teacher center. Perhaps

TCIES could now realize an even larger payoff with a return to its change

)agent strategy.

7.0 Conduct evaluation

The three. pilots differ widely in their application of the evaluation

function. BALL does virtually no formal internal evaluation, and has avail-

able primarily the data collected by the Evaluation Research Center. TCIES

collects a variety of information on a regular basis from the Teacher Cen-

ters it supports and makes full use of it for management purposes in screen-

ing and funding proposals, and has a lot of data,available. Only RITC,

however, has an eTaliiation design which, based on the discrepancy model,

enables it to relate performance information to predefined standards.

Evaluation, of course, was one of the conditions imposed on the

pilots by the Office of Education., During the fall of 1971, when tke ERC

staff first began work with the Teacher Center,progrank., the Office of

Education made clear to the pilots that an inescapable condition for their

funding was to be their evaluation by ERC. The rationale for the office's:

position was that a unified evaluation of :the pilots wasOlecessary in order

to extract useful information for the development of a national program.

Again, under an otherwise'supposedly nonprescriptive program, the contract

for evaluation with ERC was to be a constraint attached to the expenditure

r
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of funds at each site.

The initial involvement of ERC proved unsatisfactory for a number of
r

reasons.. During the first twelve months sOme of the pilots reacted nega-

tively to the imposition of ERC as the organization conducting the internal

evaluation. Rhode Island was slow .in contracting with ERC due to lengthy

negotiations over its proposal. ERC felt compelled to lend some c--hnical

assistance, but as the ERC approach then in existence considered evaluation

to be dependent upon the project's own implementation decisions, little

could be accomplished, except for -some assistance in proposal preparation.

In the Bay Area, ERC was phased in slowly and deliberately but its role

remained inconsistently defined and led to a breakdown in the relationship.

In part, the kind of ai..stance ERC was expected to provide was not

the assistance needed by the pilots. A program that entails the reshuffling

of local organizations and institutions necessarily creates conflicts among

local vested interest groups. The assistance the ERC staff provided, how-

ever, was in no way designed to facilitate or be responsive to the essentially'

political negotiations and decisions that h to be made at different leyels

. of hierarchical organization. It was not even designed to include a'thorough

study of the developmental processes undergone by each pilot. More in order
) /

would have been assistance in facilitating clarification of values and goals,

role negotiation, organization development, task analysis and networking

'techniques. Or, if no direct assistance was to be given, the whole
NI
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experiment might have been studied in order to better understand such

variables as agency interests in survival, the role of persoiPal ambition in

the design of programs, the logic of public dispute, etc. Had the Office of

Education put forth their conditions with more resolve, more systematic

and detailed procedures might have been devised to monitor adherence to

them or to assist projects in meeting them.

At the time the most meaningful application of the Discrepancy
-Evaluation Model depended upon the existence of a fairly specific plan of

operation. The Office of Education, in its insistence on systematic Plan-

ning, apparently 'expected that the pilots might unfold according to they rational

stages in the life cycle of a prograni, on which the approach of the DEM

was based. It was hoped that the rational planning procedures emphasized

by ERC's approach would complement if not instill the same in the pilots.

Nevertheless, in emphasizing the importance of the pilots to the prOgram,

the- office maintained that the developtnental process followed by the pilots

was even more important to its own planning at the national level than was

the programmatic activity of each pilot. In their view the'value of the

projects as pilots could be fully realized only if their experiences were

made accessible to the Office of Education in a form useful to'the conceptual-
'

'ization and planning of the pi-Train. However, under existing guidelines,

BEPD1was not able to contract directly with ERC for such work. .Therefore,.
ERC's relationship to each pilot was specified in a separate, individual

subcontract which covered evaluation service to the pilots only, the

V
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necessary funds coming out of each project's grant. While the early sub-

contracts covered ERC's project level work and essentially referred to

evaluation services only, it *as exgspted that ERC would somehow simul-

taneously collect program level information. This all added up to much

confusion over roles and expectations. The pilots resented being forced

to accept ERC, the service ERC was to provide was inconsistently and

vaguely defined, and it was questionable whether the service was appro -
O

priate to the problem.

Even had all other conditions been acceptable, at the beginning, the

designated organilation was not. In Rhode Island evaluators mucking

around during the difficult organizational period were hardly welcome in

the first place; at least they could have come from an organization or uni-

versity within the state. In the Bay Area, ERC was rejected from the start.

Its affiliation with the University of Virginia elicited direct charges of

racism and as soon as it.was discovered that ERC's small staff consisted

only of whites, the charges Were considered proven. The planning groups

kept ERC at arm's length, even ousting it from a meeting that was to have

been devoted to evaluation planning. Paradoxically, the planning group

found itself adopting the most racist of postures in charging that ERC was

racist on the grounds that its members were white and part of the University

of Virginia. Only in Texas did.ERC seem to be accepted. -

, In addition to all of these difficulties, the numerous attempts aimed

at making the funding of each project contingent on a viable contract with
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ERC never worked out. In August 1972, within a year of the start of the

program and with no resolution of the unsatisfactory working conditions in

sight,, ERC recommended to the Office of Education that its internal

evaluation role be discontinued in Rhode Islaid and the Bay Area and that

it restrict itself to an audit or external evaluation. The distinction between

internal and external evaluation was also supposed to help acknowledge

more directly the work aimed at,collecting information useful to program

planning at the national level. Only in the case of Texas did the continua-

lion ofthe internal work seem feasible. The Office of Education, however,

wished ERC/to continue both internal and external evaluation all pilots

or else discontinue work altogether. ERC then received and accepted

contracts with Texas and the Bay Area.

As work in Texas proceeded, in October 1972 the Oakland schools

asked ERC to delay operations pending an expected Office of EducatiOn de-

cision on the evaluation requirement. The following month the office re-
.

moved the engagement of ERG as a condition for funding, thus freeing the

pilots to make their own choice for the internal evaluation. By this time,
1

it also appeared that funding decisions would not be contingent on the other

office conditions either. The office resolved the issue by specifying that

ERC should continue in an external evaluat).)n role in all of the pilOts, but

that each pilot could wbrk with an evaluation group of its own choosing in

internal evaluation. Ten percent of its funds were to be set aside for this

purpose. With,this freedom of choice, Texas, Washington, and Rhode
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Island had, by January 1973, chosen ERC for internal evaluation. Soon after

the Bay..Area engaged ERC for external evalua n only, functioning without

technical assistance in internal evaluation. Again, it would seem that the

problem was not so much with the conditions themselves as with the strategy,

employed in impoSing them.

A few other comments on evaluation seem pertinent. There is

always a shortage of financial resources, and the need for evaluation is

usually only grudgingly considered. Projects themselves are prone to

look first at budget lines earmarked for evaluation when in need, of funds

for other pprposes.,, AS'for evaluation itself, the data actually collected

and, the conclusions drawn 'hardly ever' meet the results expected. Corn-
_

parable data across projects are hardly ever obtained, but this does not
-

stop people from using these figures to support conflicting points of view.

The different roles evaluation may play in a projett are rarely well under-

stood or consistently applied. The result Usually is that too many different

and conflicting roles are assumed, none is properly carried out, and every-

one is disappointed. IroniCally, just as the three pilots have finally found

independent elluatiOn to be useful, the Support for such evaluation will be

removed.

People, like the directors of the pilots, who ate on the front lines

of significant change efforts, are vulnerable. They need somebody to, exchange

ideas with, somebody who is disinterested or at least trustworthy with wham
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they-tan .review their strategies. They als

of the tern, intelligence. In ordcr to re

made certain decisions, what decision

federal officials, what funds will be

and so on. They also need to talk

Forfnative evaluation mu
*

f
a need, in the investigatory sense

main effective need to know who

s are being contemplated by state and

- programs,allocated to certain budgets or programs,

to each ether: "it's damn lonely out there."
.

-
st include those needs. Yet evaluations are

often directed by public relations purposes because they can help legitimize

an activity. They are often used toshelp justify the existence and continuation

of a Project. And they do-that best when they pay lip service to textbook

problem-solving proced
,

in a rational and syste

In fact, the p

The problems enc

dictable. Jobs

love and war,

ures and pretend that the project is being conducted

matic manner.

roject directors work out of their guts not their textbooks.

ountered are messy, their consequences usually unpre-

a'nd reputations are continually on the lineallis fair in
.,

as the saying goes. The state of the political and economic

environment and the bonds among those working v.itli each other are more

important

in your

those

act

to getting omething done than is having the right "componerits"
... ,

project, yet'it is expected that evaluations act as though blind to

influences. It is as though an unspoken norm exists that'prevents the

ual, lives of the projects from being studied. It is hard to understand

how the projects can be helped, ttwever%., when reality is denied.

The circumstances surrounding the funding of evaluation often en-

courage --perhaps even end up requiring such denial. For that reason

evaluations must be financially independent. But eval. brs also have their . t.
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own methodology to blame for the narrowness and conservative nature of

their approach. For the-most p6.rt they have acquired a pathological attach-
.

ment foz certain tools and proCedures that prevents them from evaluating

education on its merits as a social activity. Evaluators attempt to impose

the logic of their own procedures on a given activity and to make the adoption

of these procedures a prerequisite for evaluation. After all, neat and

conclusive data may be`obtained if an activity is knowa and predictable in

all its consequences, and hence the tendency is to encourage the standardiza=

tion of program and procedure for the sake of evaluation rather than the

product itself.

The logic associated with an idealized scientific rationality is corn-

fklling, of course. There is a great appeal- in neatly representing events
A

as if they had actually followed the reconstructed logic, a strong tendency

to strive for the ability to make them unfold in that way in actuality. But

the attempt to provide infornTation for program improvement must take .

into account more than what a rational reconstruction encompasses. For,

by definition, the logical reconstruction itself does not include the actual

planning of the original construction. If a program's intention is to achieve.
a state in which the conduct of daily life is governed by certain rational

.

properties of action, then the responsibility of the evaluator would still

only extend to monitoring the transition from one attitude to the other without

implicitly, prescribing the ''how" of the transition.

3. For a discussion of how the evaluator's t&ols influence the design of an
activity, see A. Steinmetz, "The ideology of evaluation'' in Educational
Technology Volume XV, No. 5, May 1975.

,
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If the other hand the intention is to employ a planning model that

seeks an awareness or ordering.of attitudes that govern the conduct of every-

day life and that shape influences on the formulation of a program without

regard to the particular rationality they embody, then the problem for the

evaluadon function is of yet another sort. Either way, some of the limits

inherent in the evaluation schemes presently used, and in the conditions

necessary to their application as techniques, require review. Perhaps what

is required is an ethnography of the planning act.

Failing resolution of many of these issues, whether or not the goal

is a particula onalitY, according to which all events related to program

planning are to be organized and conducted, or whether a particular rationality

is being aspired to and all those events and circumstances which 'unravel

iaccording to a different rationality shall be Omitted from consideration and

planning, or whether no partitular rationality is s ought adherence to and the

effort to be made is to develop planning procedures which take into account

a variety of forces each governed by its o\vn set of more or less explicit

rules of relationshipfailing then, to clarify any of this, there is little else

that would be useful to say at thivuoint save to raise a number of questions.

Why is-a program's history, if presented at all, presented as a coherent

whole instead of reflecting all the different aspects of its life - - births,

truncated growths, deaths, and burials of, its many contributing projects?
.

What balance is struck in decis on . making between data on the point-.
for-point accomplishment of certain objectives and personal experience

a.
,
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filtered through personal value structures and political currents? What

kind of planning will properly complement the rationality inherent to the

interplay among forces competing for the allocation of power both within

and without the Office of Education? If the promise of a systematic technique

that will cause events to unfold as they are represented by a certain recon-

structed logic is the source of energy and inspiration to a planning effort,

then what kind of culture is it that seeks to organize large parts of its

material and human resources according to such a vision? What is it

,impelled by such a vision so obviously different from the rationality of its

daily social context?

What is to be made out of the use of terms or phrases such as

",accountability," "site concentration," "delivery sy "impact,"

"targeting of resources," "educational product, ". "component installation,"

n"educational engineering, n "ultimate consumers, (i. e. children) etc. in

whicli educational plans are formulated? What values, what ideology lie
1

n.back of such terms? Do they represent a new technological imperative?

They sound a disturbing mixture of the language of the space'shot, the

advertising firm, and the financial ledger. Do they represent an appeal

to raw and rampant technical power? Who or what is being serVe'd?

,

t;,..1"...
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APPENDIX 1

INTRODUCTION

What follows in subsection 1 below is an account of some events

important to the interpretation given the Office of Education conditions by

the pil6ts. The material presented is drawn upon in the discussion section

of Chapter 2, particularly in the case of the management function and topics

such as (a) the federal role in the program, (b) program planning and the
N

institutionalization of change, and (c) parity.

With regard to subsection 1, and the capsule histories of the

projects presentedi ij should be remembered thatithe accounts do not

claim to be comprehensive or complte. (Additional information is

contained in Occasional Reports #1-6, theteports of March and June, 1973,

and of June 1974 produced by ERC.) In part, of course, orrie omissions

are due to incomplete information available to ERC. But in part, what is

prented here is presented by design. The choice represents an attempt,N

at highlighting certain factors and circumstances thought import for\
'..

the establishment of complex efforts of this kind. The hOpe is that'41at

.is presented here and discussed in Chapter 2 will, at least gave pause to
1/.1

. & ,1, \
1.

others embarking on similar attempts. :r.:`:.., \,
.

. .
kit, ,

Subsections 2 and 3 provide information on the effects OtVertain

project activities or characteristics in 1973-74 and 1974-75 respectpely.

The categories used by ERC at that time to organize project activity

were translated for the purpose of this volume into a set of functions which

comprise the "application model" described in Chapter 2.-
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1. Capsule Histories of BALC, RITC and TCiES, 1971-73

Bay Area Learning Center

June 1971 Although the first formal document associated with the

genesis of the Bay Area Cooperative Teacher Center is the EPDA Teacher

Center proposal of,June 11, there were prior meetings and discussions at

the Office of Education that led to the selection of this site for one of the

four pilot Teacher Centers. For example, it is clear that the presence

of the Active Learning Center in San Francisco was a strong factor in the

site selection decision. In addition the successful establishment of the

Oakland Center for Professional Development under the Federal Education

Professions Development Act of 1967 and the California Professional

Development and Program Improvement Act of 1968 indicated a strong

professional base for a Teacher Center in the region.

On June 9, 1971 an Office of Education project officer met with

the superintendents of the Berkeley, San Francisco and Oakland school dis-

tricts and informed them that a Teacher Center program for the Bay Area
I

. ,
could be funded for the coming fiscal year, but that a plan of operation,

with a budget, would have to be submitted to the Office of Education within

forty-eight hours. The project officer and the three superintendents worked
4

out the terms of the original proposal at that meeting, and the actua docu-

ment was dated June 11, 1971--within the forty-eight hour time constraint.

3. This account of BALC is based on I 65 0E,1 65a OE, I 69 OE, I 54 OE,
and I 54a OE.

1.4 el
if `.
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The proposed center was to serve all three communities, but the

Oakland school district was designated as the local education agency and

the proposal was subm' itted over the signature of the superintendent of the

Oakland Unified School District. The initial submission was very brief,

consisting of two and one half pages of text and a one page budget. A total

of $350,000 was requested, with 10%, or $35, 000 to be used for Phase I

(planning) which was to be completed in 120 days. The end product of

Phase I was to be a detailed plan of operation acceptable to the school dis-

tricts concerned, the California State Department of Education, and the

U. S. Office of Education.

, That proposal was accompanied by an amendment requesting $30, 000

for a program called Teachers.Active Learning Center, already operating
Vlx

in San Francisco. That amount was also split into two pieces, $10, 000

for planning and $20, 000 for implementation.

July 1971 On July 2, 1971, representatives of the thi;ee school

districts, San Francisco, Berkeley, and Oakland, met with Office of

Education personnel to discuss their strategy, for the pre-planning phase

of the Teacher Center project. At that meeting, Office of Education rep-

resentatives announced that a Teacher Center grant of $430, 000 had been

made to the Bay Area school districts by the Office of Education for the

fiscal year. 1972. Other terms of the proposal and conditions were outline'd:

a. Ten percent of the. total sum; or .$43,000, was to be used

for a 120 day initial planning phaSeicalled Phase I). Of this

C .*

. ti
. -

,
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planning money, the Teachers Active Learning Center was to

receive $10, 000.
. .

'b. The major activity of the planning group was to be the

, preparation of a Request for Proposal (RFP) to be submitted

,to several management consultant firms. This RFP, which

would invite proposalg for assistance in program development,

would present a clear outline of the center,as conceived by the
.

planning groups and thus require in its preparation a considerable

amount of definition of goals and purposes. The preparation of

a satisfactory RFP within the 1200 day planning phase would

constitute the conclusion of that' phase.,

c. The Teachers Adtive Learning Center would be part of the

Teacher Center. It was also mentioned tat the presence of
v.
the San Mateo Education Resource Center had been a strong

factor in the selection of the Bay Area as a site.
6

d. The Evaluation Research Center of the University of Virginia

would be allocated $20, 000 for the evaluation of the project.

e. The center would deal with both preservice and in-service
&

training and would therefore link with the colleges and universities.

By this time Office of Education personnel had variously described

the Teacher Center as a "facilitating agency to get all institutions involved

in teacher preparation and training...a nerve center as gpposed to a place..."

It was alsii represented as not so much a new departure from accepted
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concepts as a linkage or umbrella for the training programs and other

teacher improvement efforts presently existing.
%.° The representatives that came to the first meeting in July became.,

known as the first planning gropp. With some changes in personnel this

group met a total of nine times from July through December. The result

of these meetings was a series of decisions defining the terms of the RFP

which would eventually be submitted to outside consulting firms. Also,

certain consulting firm was selected to prepare a draft of an RFP by mid-
,

July 1971.

It should be noted! that during the subsequent meetings, some rep-

resentatives expressed strong sentiments and opinions with respect to the

education, of minority members and the economically disadvantaged. A

typical example was the reaction to the announcement that "parity" \z&then

conceived, included the representation of the Jinstitutions of higher education.

Certain members of the group did not 'feel that the colleges and universities

were entitled to be represented until. they, in turn, ,could show that they

were representative of minority and disadvantaged groups.
A

August, September, OCtobei. 1971 In October, 1971 it 'Was expected

that an RFP would be submitted to management consultant firms to gain

assistance in program development. The draft proposal, written by the

consultant firm.a.nd passed along to the Office of Education by the Oa land

school district, was found to be inadequate and therefore refused by the

V
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Office of Education project officer. Concurrently, the Berkeley represen-

tatives prepared their own version of the RFP. The Berkeley document

gave such emphasis to some minority groups that it was thought possible

that implementation of a program such as the one outlined in their RFP

would be in violation of civil rights legislation and this draft was therefore

not accepted. The 'oject officer again revised the RFP that had originally'

been submitted and this version was submitted for final approval at the

October 21 meeting of the planning group t o and one half months akter
(

the initial draft was prepared. At this meeting the planning group gave

final approval to the, RFP pending a few minor revisions." The RFP was

finally distributed to fifty consultant firms ,in November, with proposals

due on December 1, one month later. '

During the months of September and October a considerable amount

of friction was generated by the unwillingness of the local representatives

to fund the Teachers Active Learning Center at the level requested by the

Office of Education. Local educators were somewhat sceptical concerning

the mandated participation of the Teachers Active Learning-Center in the

Teacher Center. Persistent pressure from the Office of Education was
. ,

required to get the project funded at all. Eighty thousand dollars was

granted TALC for 1971 -72, but in the view of the director of TALC these

funds were only sufficient. -to retain TALC's office staff; °the center was

not fully operational throughout the year.

4..),...,
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November, December 1971, January 1972 During these months

the proposals for management consultant support were reviewed and a
Q

consortium of firms was selected. In Noember and December a proposal

evaluation committee was set up which was to consist of ten members from

each of the school districts. Since there were only twenty-four members

present during the two crucial proposal selection meetings in January, this

planning group became known as tie Group'of 24. To achieve parity,

the committee was to be made up- of parents,, students, teachers, and

paraprofessionals; it was stipulated that 51 percent of the committee be

members of minority groups.

The selection of the Management Support Grou (MSG) as it came

to beknown, was a complicated task and the Offi Ce of Edtcation project

officer suggested that consultants be hired tofacilitate the process. Several

candidates for the role of facilitator were considered. Eventually a local
-

consulting firm was selected and they attended the-GrOup of 24 meetings

iri December, January, and a contract negbtiation meeting on February 10,

1972.
T4*.

- Meetings on January 15 and 22 were held to bidder

from among the fifteen firms that submitt d proposals. For the screening

of the fifteen proposals submitted, the Group of 24 decided to divide into
0,

three groups Each group retained ethnic and gcl400l district representa-

tion and was asked to review five different proposgl: Each proposal was

to be assigned to one of three categories: acceptable,. potentially acceptable,

4

/
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and unacceptable. At least three sets of criteria were developed for this

screening process: (1) criteria bearing on the lists of tasks to be per-

formed by the MSG and the characteristics MSG itself should possess;

(2) criteria generated by the Group of 24 as a whole during their Januar 24

meeting; and (3) criteria developed in the subgroups. Most of the criteri

used were not Very clearly defined or articulated. The tropics of sensitivity

to. minority and community needs and also the past experience of the firms

received heavy emphasis at the meetings. However, the choices made

by the subgroups were also clearly influenced by such unanticipated items

-as writing styles and budget amounts.

After their initial review of the proposals, the Group of,24 agreed

to reconvene in order to consider a technicAl analysis of the proposals

prepared by ERC. The RFP contained certain-requirements,__and ERC
V

designed a grid which permitted each of these requirements to be classi-

fied according to whether it was addretsed or not addressed by each

propoqal, or wliether it was unclear that the proposal addressed a par-

ticular RFP requirement. The grid also provided page references to each

proposal relative. to each RFP. requirement. By the end of that meeting

four firms had been selected as semifinalists. Selection from among

these firms was to be made on the basis of interviews with firm represen-

tatives.

On January 22 the Group of 24 met again to condUct the final interviews.

Representatives of what were called special interest groups met concurrently
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to also interview the four MSG teams. The special interest groups included:

the San Mp.teo Center, the Teachers Active Learning Center, the State

Department of Education, the University of California, Califorhia State

University at Hayward, College of Holy Names, San Francisco State College,

the University of San Francisco, perralta College, Mills College, and Long

Beach State College. The special interest groups, gave the highest rating to

a firm different from the one finally selected.

After the interviews the final discussion of the,ixiliression made by

each candidate resulted in the unanimous selection by the Group of ,24 of

one firm which wias actually a consortium of three different companies.

It was decided that the firm's budget should be renegptiated.

Before ending their involvement in the BALC effort, the Group of 24

recommended to the superintendent of the Oakland Public Schools that two

separate groups be formed; a negotiating committee and a monitoring
.

committee composed of a broad selection of representatives from the corn-

munitx. Members of the Group of 24 were to be included in each group.

. The negotiating;committee was to participate in the MSG budget nb.goti.6.tion

meeting on February 10, and the monitoring committee was to implement

a system of checks and balances to be developed during the negotiations in
r

process.

' February 1972 On February 10 a meeting was held to negotiate the

financial terms of the contract between the MSG and th6'Oakland schbol dis-

trict. Attending that meeting were: representatives from the MSG,
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representatives of the Group of 24, the firm hired as facilitators, an

.observer from ERC, the Office of Education project monitor, a;rid rep-

resentatives from the Oakland Unifipd School District.

In the course of the meeting it was decided that redefinition of tasks

and a negotiation of the budget would be considered. After abo

contInuclus hours of deliberation it was ag y all parties to limit

the funding to $170, 000.

The meeting resulted in a revision of the MSG groposal dated Feb-

ruary 11, 1972. This revised proposal was the basis fo"-the formal agree-

ment binding MSG and the'Oakland school district, dated FebrUary 22.

Two results are noteworthy at this point.. First the MSG proposal

of February 11 contained a major deviation from its original plans.. Instead

of assessingPneeds and translating these needs into specific programs to

be developed and undertaken by the center, the MSG and planning advisory

_ committee (which would be formed) would devise a methodology for assess-
.

ing needs and would establish "the manner in which needs are to be trans
lated by the center into specific programs..." Second, the Group of 24

had insisted that a system of checks and balances be devised. The spirit

of that system was to insure active and continuous participation

by the "community." However, the development of such a system, to be

implemented by the monitoring committee of community representatives

previously named, was not carried out.
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March 1972 A considerable number of m ings ere held during

'

:
this month aimed g the 11/18G oriented and started in tlieii, work.

During this time it became clear that the MSG had been unaware, when they
.. ,.

. .
signed the contract, of the various conditions imposed on the project by

the Office of Education. For example., they were unaware that ERC was .

to be involved in the evaluation of the entire project. Also, they had no
..

prior knowledge .of the need on their part to work with several other con-

tractors who were involved in the project (such as the San Mateo Centel., .

the TALC, and, possibly even the consulting firm which had acted as a

facilitator to the Group of 24).
4

"V
.

-.0n March 16 a special meeting was held in order to define thp role

of ERC relative to, the MSG. Working from the tenets opthe Dis.crepancy

Evaluation Model, ERC expressed a need to receive more detailed and

clearly defined information about the MSG work plans., With some reluc=
.

tance MSG distributed copies of their study plan. However, the attempt to

work with the MSG on the clarification of their study plan was not very

fruitfuL the MSG expressed strong distaste fer the working style and

approach that appeared to be'demanded by the Discrepancy Model. The

MSG members stated their approach was intuitive and based 6,n past
.

experience. Moreover, they felt that there was not sufficient time avail-

able to.work according to the detailed manner suggested by ERC. After

the conflict in working styles surfaced, ERC agreed to experiment with

the M'SG in what they called their. "action orientediapproach " by providing

o
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an pn -site observer who woultid be ox call at the request of the MSG to helpI
in different viays as they saw necessary.

To review, from June 1971 through March 1912 w he MSG, began

its work the major activities seemed to have been: .(a) early planning

meetings, (b) the decision to engage a. management 'fiin to assist the

preparation of the plan of operation for BALC, (p) the writing of an RFP,
, , .

(d) the process of selecting a management firm, arid (e) the first orien-

tation activities of the management firm.

MarCh- August, 1972 The MSG began theirivoi-k toward the end

ct.

of February 1972 and were scheduled to complete it by the end of June 1972.
.

A time extension was required and granted and a draft of the final repshrt

produced was ready by the ,end of July -197.2.;

During that time-ERC restricted itself to sucli activities as monitoring

and critiquing some of the management firm activities, assisting in the.
preparation of the 11./ISG's weekly reports to the Oakland school system,

preparing evaluation design materials, and providing critiques of activity

And program plans contained in the plan of,bperation eventually submitted

by the MSG. In addition, throughout mostoof this time, ERC also supplied
-

the management firin with a part-time, on7site'obEleiwer to assist the -MSG

as they found useful. This observer helped plan_mbetings, observed and

critiqu ed meetings, drafted action plans, occasionally served as.liaison

between the management firm, the Office of Education; .and, the Oakland',
. o'.

school system, helpethset interim ,and long-term objectives for th wdrk
0
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of the management firm, and lubricated the relationship between the BALC

coordinator and'the MSG.

ERC prepared a careful examination of the plan of operation produced

by the MSG. ThiS work appeared as Occational Report #6 (I54a OE) in

August 1972, and contrasted the REP issued by BALC, the technical

proposal submitted by MSG in response to the REP, and the final draft

which completed th6 work done by the management firm.

In August 1972 the superintendents from the three school districts met.

with the representatives of the MSG to discuss the, draft of the plan of

operation and to recommend changes. By that time the school district had

prevailed and TALC was no longer involved in BALC.

September 1972 - March 1,973 Late in the summer of 1972 the
Iiick; f

°relationshipbetween ERC and BLAC.gr und to a halt. It was not 'renewed
z.

in Mutually agreeably terms until January 1973.

During this time the 13ALC coordinator and other representatives

from the three school districts met with a number of different organiza-
P4 a .1

tions to identify anddiscuss potential
N.1n- service, teacher training programs..

These discussions resulted in a number of BALC programs. In October
I

1972 the superintendents of the tree 'school districts acceptedtlie final

draft of ,the plan of operation prepared by the manadment firm. The

following plan errigrged: BALC was to consist of a central administrative
. ,

unit with three pate to staff development centers, one in each schbol
e.

.

. (district. A management semin or"other activities aimed at improving
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the competency of Oakland school administrators was to be devel4ed and the

BALC coordinator was to,design and implement a procedure for,selecting

the BALC director. A series of subContracts were negotiated leadink to

some in-service workshops and management training seminars. In

December 1.972 the selection process for the BALC director was begun;

it ended on March 20, 1973 with the selection of its present director. No

evidence is available that the plan of operation prepared by the management
I.

firm was ever used. NeCrertheless, BALC sdon started operation.

Rhode Island Teacher Center4 :

June 1971 In late June 1971 the Office' of Education notified ,

Commissioner F. G. Burke that Rhode Island had been selected as (pie of
",

four sites to pilot the development of the Teacher Center program. The

receipt of the grant prompted Commissioner: Burke to appoint a teacher

education council with the initial responsibility for the developinent of the

Teacher Center.

September - November .1971 During this time period RITC held a

needs assessment conference td determine broad areas of need, to

establish both program and nonprogram components, and to draw up a

proposal to be submitted to the Office of Education for funding during

Phase II (Phase I was a planning period) and meet with ERO in order to

. 4. This.account of RITC is based upon I 13a RI, I 13 RI, I 34 RI, I 39
and M 71 OE.

Pr)
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delineate principal short-term and long-term
.1

A number of different needs assessment

71 all reported a need for better preservice

2

objectives.

studies completed in 1969-70 -

d in-Aervice programs for

assessment conference wastethers. In September 1971 a day long needs

held,, attended by over fifty people representing the loc 1 education agency,

colleges and uniiversities, the community and the teachin profession.

,Participants were divided into four teams and asked to generate ideas for

inclusion in the structure and future activities of the RITC. Nine areas

of concern were identified: (1) performance-based teacher training and

certification, (2) human relations training, (3) use of curriculum resources,

(4) experimentation, (5) coordination of existing and proposed teacher train:-

ing efforts, (6) accountability skills training, (7)' needs assessment,

(8) research in teacher effectiveness, and (9) short-term learning exper-:,.
iences for iri-seryic teachers. As a result of this..conf erence the board

of directors (see below) chose the two program components which would,

in the begirining, comprise RITC. These were a performance-ba'sed teacher

tNaining and certification. program and an alternate learning center. The\
,peri"ormance-based training component was seen as a vehicle for re-

structuring p'eservice teacher education and integrating preservice and

in- service training. The alternate learning center component was to

fitiction as the major in-service training unit concentrating on implementing

proven practices'and approaches in those areas of need previously identified.

. FC
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'Dung this time period the following organizational structure emerged:,

RHODE ISLAND TEACHER CENTER

la5MMISSIONER OF EDUCATION I
I

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
I

MANAGEMENT COMPONENT

4. I
Director .

.

Assistant Director

EVALUATION COMPONENT

.,.

if

Evaluation Research Centei
University of Virginia

PERFORMANCE BASED TEACHER TRAININ.p
AND CERTIFICATION COMPONENT ,,,,*

* *

Advisory Committee

Coinporient Administrator

Mt

I

NEEDS ASSESSMENT COMPONENT
* * * *...

Administered by Management Component

RESOURCE COMPONENT

Information Specialist
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ALTERNATE LEARNING COMPONENT
* *

Advisory Committee
* * a

Coniponent Administrator

o ''' .
i
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The policy making bddy for RITC was to be a board of directors, directly

responsible to the commissioner of education of the Rhode Island state

department of education. It consisted of twelve members--three from

higher education, three local education agency administrators, three

teachers, two representatives of the community, and,a state education

agency representative. Provision was made to increase the number of

.representatives as needed. Decisions by consensus were hoped for, but

in thr4ase of a deadlock a two-thirds majority requiring the vote of at
... . :. #

.. ., X

^ ' I

least dne representative:.from each group was to rule:
I

.

The, resouree *component was to serve both the alternate learning
. . . .

center and the lierfoilnarice-based training component, 'and the evaluation

componentwas to serve the, entire project. The needs assessment cOm-

ponent was to identify the in-service training needs as ,perceived by teachers

and to project future dernands far educational personnel. By the end of

November 1971 RITC had appointed a board of directors and a project

director. #1

. December 1971 - June 1972 This time p.eriod culminates with the fund-

ing of the.RITC propbsal by the.Office of Education in Arne 1972. It

involved a complicated series of transactions in which RITC attempted to

ascertain whether the' Office of Education would fund Teacher 'Centers or
.

renewal sites or bath. RITC revised its proposal several times an response
a

h '

to cues from the Office of Education, first by moving away from the

original concept of a Teacher Center to a combination teacher center-renewal



site structure, and later by moving back again to a teacher center form

that was fiinded by the Office of Education and which seemed to leave open

the possibility of eventually fitting in with renewal concepts.

The Phase I activities which began in late June 1971 continued up

through March 1972. During this pre-planning phasethe basic structure

and program components of RITC were delineated. In February RITC

submitted a proposal to the Office of Education responsive to the belief

then current that Teacher Centers should incorporate educational renewal

centers in their structure. The Office of Education, however, required

certain changes in that proposal. In March, RITC submitted a new gro-

posal reflecting the latest thinking of the, Office of Education, Arne Ly,

that renewal sites were desired by the office. That Proposal was funded

but -within a few-days the project officer communicated to RUC that the

"renewal idea" was dead for 1972 and that RITC should resubmit its`pro-

posal for fiscal year 1972 and address the notion of teacher centers

instead. RITC accepted this request and submitted a new proposal dated

April 5, 1972. This'proposal was apparently substantially the same as

the original one it had submitted in October 1971, and was finally funded

in June 1972. ,
,e"

July 1972 - March 1973, During July and August 1972 the negotiations

of the fiscal year 1972 subcontract between ERC anNLAITC gradually came

to a standstill. Late in August it was Mutually agref&to.discontinue

negotiations and from September 1972 to January 1b73 there was virtually
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no contact between ERC and RITC. However, in January, a subcontract

between the two parties was agreed upon and ERC began work immediately

by recording a program design for RITC. By the-end of March the

program design was complete and had been reviewed and judged acceptable

by a panel of outside experts.

During the period July 1972 to March 1973, a firm foundation was

laid for RITC. Office space was secured and equipped, and new staff

members were interviewed and selected. Needs assessment activities

were initiated and detailed planning of the different RITC components was

underway. Questionnaire results were analyzed, awareness conferenc es

were planned, advisory committees identified, and so on.

Important shifts took place also at the state level.. Plans for the

reorganization of the Rhode Island state department of education were laid.

out in October 1972 and the new organization was presented p

intendants of school districts i the state in January 1973. Essentially

RITC became part of the Bureau of Program Development and Diffusion

which in turn was responsible to the Divisi of Academic Services. The

other bureau responsible for thatsame division was the,Bureau of Federal

and State Grant Programs. The division itself reported directly to-the

commissioner: At the time the director of RITC was also the head of the

Bureau of Program Development and Diffusion (BPDD).
) .

Decisions on the funding and approval of new programs were made

a program regiierk committee: This committee met once a week and consisted

I

, 4
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of the directors of the two bureaus, and the director of the division Of;

academic services. However, according to RITC plans, the process for

program development was to begin in a school or school district with a

request for the assistance of a consultant.(extension.agent). The agent

assigned to that area by the HEIDD would be aware of,all thee resources

available through the state education agency anci_would be able to bring

these resources to bear onea. problem. This was seen-as an improvement

over conditio s in the past where pressure groups formed, came to the

state educatio agency, and asked for a program to meet their needs. In

most cases the state agency would call on a consultant specialist who

,would more often mollify the group:than get involved in program develop-
.

ment. New, the extension agent would be responsible for assisting such

groups in the identification of resources and preparation of proposals,

although he would not necessarily directly consult on content areas.

The following staffing pattern was also developed during-this time

period. The state was divided up into three service areas and two or three

extension agents were assigned to each of them. each service area was

headed by a coordinator, two of whom also doubled as director of the
.

Educational Information Center and Alternate Learning

staff members included:the director of RITC, an assi

a needs assessment specialist.

enter. Other

ant dire&tor, and

A working relationship with institutions of higher education was

developed.. RITC chose to work with two colleges: a the UniverSity of Rhode
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Island, which trains approximately 20 percent' of Rhode Island's teacher

force, and Rhode Island College, which trains approximately 60 percent ti

.
of the state's teachers. However, other institutions of higher education can

II
and do' participate in RITC activities. The goal of RITC in this relationship,

was to change the mode of teacher training by linking the personnel and

offerings of colleges or universities more closely with the schools. The

way in which the state education agency reorganized itself was also. designed

to try to facilitate this goal:

Finally, it is worth noting0hat the University of Rhode Island

handled all fiscal matters for RITC.

February 19437- June 1973 kvurther ,development andqmplernentation

of program components continued, during this time period. An evaluation

design was prepared by ERC in cooperation with RITC hianagenient and
. ,

fiscal ear

1973 were gathered.
,

,..-
The project was assigned a new project officer, its third, for-FY 74

but the Office of Education did not place any new programmatic or admini-

strative conditions on RITC for FY 74.

Plans ere finalised to .add two comtnunitmenibers to the RITC
.

'board of directors. Half of the Teacher Center board were duetq end theiri . .
rs .

.,
.first terms in July 1973 and, with one exception,. were expected to be

' - .. .. 4

reappointedfdr. another fpll terni; At that time the RITC direCtor indicated,
,

...

that
.... , .

. . ,,

. the board waS cOncerned
.
about the addition of' potentially milit

,:. .. .., ,..
,.

CA() r .
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.
lay, minority representatives to the RITC board because the professional

educators wanted to manage and direct RITC and did not want to relinquish

decision-making power over the project to the lay community.
.. ,----- .

10
A new board of 'regents was selected and a new regents act was

-

passed by the state legislature. This suggested that the state education

agency might undergo some changes which might affect the operation of RITC.

Nevertheless, RITC seemed well established and was on .ts' way.

Texas Center for the Improvement of Educational Systems 5

The Texas Center for the Improvement of Edikational Systems (TCIES)

is a facilitating agendy intended to imprOve teacher education in Texas. It

evolved frOm a series of developmental efforts that began in 1961, with the

f Texas Student Teacher Project. This early project was supported by the
04 N

F4ord Foundation in order to test the notion thattmproveinents in teacher

.t

education could be made through brfad scale involvement of professional

educators, student teachers and citizens, and under its auspices a series

of meetings was held throughout Texas to discus's needed changes in teacher

education. From those meetings came a clear indlcation that "large scale

change would require new kinds of institutional cooperation, revised

teacher standards, and additional legislative and financial suppo rt at the

state level."

5. Mich of the material presented in his section.is excerpted from Volume IV,
the Te)41.s.Teacher Center, EValuating the Four Teacher Cenier Pilots:
the Annual Report, Ju-ne 30, 1973 by Dr. John B. Peper. (I 80 Tex)
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In 1967, the Education Professions Development Act was passed

specifically to provide assistance to state departments of education, the
a

tepiching profession, and universities and school districts in developing

models of teacher education improvement pfrograms. In the first opera-

tional year of the act, four regionally-based T-raineli^s of Teacher Trainers

(TTT) projects were Spproyed including one at Southeastern Oklahoma

State University. The OklahomarTexas project funded the Dallas Indepen-

dent School District Teacher Training Complex. This complex was in

operation a full year before Texas, as a state, submitted a multi,- insti-

tutional proposal for funding of a series of lighthouse Teacher Center

projects.

- Included in this 1970-71 Texas,performance-based TTT project were

proposals from4he University of Houston, iiekas Christian UniVersity at

Fort Worth, West Texas State University at Canyon, the University of

Te)ias at El Paso, and the 'Dallas Independet School District. In 1971.-72

it was envisioned that each pilot site would develop an educational coopera-

tive as well as a performance-based system of preservilce education

. .
within the university in cooperation with the service center and the local

school district. The project design also included a statewide coordination

function to be administered within the Texas Education Agency. Although
. at

the statewide coord ioiatidn was desirable,_ it soon became evident that
. ,

. L., .

existing infra-agency sta.* and facilitieS woad need to be augmented by
, I .

iadditional resources in circler to make the efforts of this project conform
\ Y

r



to the requirements being mandated simultaneously by the state legislature.

What is now called the Texas Center for the Improvement of Educa-

tional Systems was created,in response to this need for statewide coordina-

tion. However, before outlining the role of TCIES, it is necessary to note

some important legislative changes occurring in Texas which affected both

preservice and in-service teacher education programs. One of the direct

byproducts of the personnel training conference sponsored by the Texas
.

State Teacher Pr!oject with funds supplied by the Ford Foundation in 1961 was

a set of education bills passed in the Texas legislature in 1969. Senate Bill

known as the Texas Student Teaching Act, was written specifically to make

responsibility for teacher education in the linical setting a joint respon-

sibility of the local school district and the university. House Bill 240,

though not a direct outgrowth of SB 8 made funding a provision in the

baSic salary guide for ten days of in-service training for every teacher in
$,.

the state each year.

Under SB 8, approved programs were to be, i,resented by local, Teacher

Education Centers to the Texft-E Education Agency for certification approval.

The state agency, with the assistance of colleges, universities and public

school personnel, was directed to establish standards for approval of those

public school districts whiGh would serve as Stildent Teacher Centers, and

to define the cooperative relationship between the college or'university anFl
.. cs., e, A

1 ' the public school that serves the,studeni-teaching program./

a



Both the public school district sery

the college or university using the-Teacher Centen facilities were to share

as a student teacher, center and

joint respOnsibilitAfor seleion and approval of supervising teachers.

Employees of the- district were to serve in the program, and they were

required to agree upon and adopt continuing in-service improvement pro-

grams for the super:vising teachers. Fiscal support the program was"

provided in the amount of $250 .per student teacher.

It was apparent that a system'tc imprOvement procesS had been man -

dated by legislative .authorities in T sr The legislation required, first,

that pre- service teacher education as to become a multi-institutional

responsibility with cooperation. etween local districts'', universities and the

Texas Education Agency. Second, an organization known as a local Teacher

Education Center was required. And third, ten days of in-service training

f?)

were required. Perhaps of greatest significance was the requirement for

the establishment of local Teacher Centers to provide an organizational

imperative for cooperative preservice program development.

In order to enhance the statewide coordination of the TTT Program,

and to link the performance/competency-based educational program develop-

ment to,statewide educational legislation reform movements the Texas
. .i

Educational Renewal Center (TERC) was established in 1971. 'Its director,
4.

- A . 4, ,

/-"*- .

had formerly been the. architect and director of the Dallas Indevendent
.

'SchoOl District's eacher Training Complex. In 1973, TERC became the
0

-. Texas Center for he Improvement ofEducational Systems (TCIES).
.
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Infunding TERC the -Office of Education w as promoting events in

texaS which promised to have great influence on teacher education. SB 8

and HR 240 were in effect at the time and they certainly promised commit-

ment at the highest levelofmahagement, one of the "Office of Education

conditions" carried by Teacher Centr funds provided by the Office of

Education. Atso in Texas there were five TTT sites where competency -
a

based teacher education was being established. Parity Was a condition of

their existence, which corresponded nicely with another one of the "Office

of Education, conditions" of the Teacher Center program.

In addition to parity and competency-based teacher education; TERC

also established and encouraged needs assessment activities, the imple-

mentation of "proven products," infoirnation dissemination activities,

artd evaluation in those Teacher Centers which it supported financially. .

Houston and El Paso received money to develop needs assessment models,

'and other sites were required to get needs assessment activity underway
4.1

ixi ,order to qualify for TERC funds. TERCheld "awareness conferences";
4

4,

throughout the state and then offered technical Assistance to those.:sites
, 7

willing to implement'peoven products. In many cases their use was evalUai-
.

ted through assistance from TERC. Meanwhile TERC began the training

of persons referred to as change agents as part of its information dis-

semination scheme. P,artteip brig iiiisi-tiutions sent representatives to an
..-- .....

. .
.

already established TeaCifiei Center i'OraraWing wb epkilit then return and
. .,_

facilitate-the growth of .a. local Teacher"-Ceiiter. TERC alsOAltemptd IQ
..,- ...-. .. ...., .'

., ..- ..
--,...

,., /i
..... :

4 .."

/ .
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link the five original r*sites with the Texas Information System Project,

an information dissemination project separately funded by the National In-

stitute of Education.

The staff of TERC included only two full time professionals -and

was deliberately kept small in order to serve as a facilitating and organizing

resource rather than as a large directidn and control agency. Also, through-
.

out this early period, the project officer, assigned by the Office of Education

maintained a: laissez faire attitude.toward the pilot Teacher Centers in

Texas.

An important development in 1972 was the new standards for teacher

and school district certification issued by the Texas Education Agefid-y which

sought to make competency-based-teacher education mandatory. The
.. , .....

state board of education passed six new certification standards in 1972

. and new accreditation standards for public schools all calling for per-. ..--
.. .. - - . '

.

formance--based criteria and all to be phased in over a five year peribd.

This move on the part of the Texas Education Agency was linked with the

Work of TERC in a_sy_stemic approach to change in teacher education.
.

. tioVrey.er, the certification standards r re changed in 1974-75 as the result

Of an opinion- issued by-the-Texas attorney general to the effect that per-*.. . ..

f,

-',;.. orrnan_9e or competency-based teacher education/certification could not
.. be. the sole,- mandated criteria for certification. Both TERC and later-TCIES- -.
---1 'e .'".. , . .. -.-encouraged competency-based teacher education and many of the performance-

:11';' '. e: 0 '
kl '.....(- zhaspd:grogram s. established by, 1974 seem determined to continue the effort,

... .

, , . , : . :..
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the attorney general's opinion notwithstanding.
c.

By the spring of 1972 the sable kind of broad' representation was

achieved on the state level as the parity boards and later the advisOry

councils had achieved at the local level. It was decided that each of the

twenty-one Teacher Centers in the state elect nine members to serve on

an assembly which eventually grew to about two hundred members. A

steering committee was then fo5ned consisting of thirty-three individuals.

elected by the assembly from its membership. Eight or nine persons from

the steering committee were then drawn to make up an executive committee.

The function of the executive 'committee 'was to handle the ongoing

concerns of TCIES and to advise the steering committee on goal setting

and TCIES management. The assembly, was to react to and ratify policy.

However, by 1973 only the executive committee was meeting regularly.

It was clear that the organizational structure was cumberipome. The size

of the different groups and financial and logistical constraintsprevented

effective cooperation even though ethnic and institutional representation

had been achieved.

During 1972-73 the TCIES project was composed of:seven major

components (areas of activity or functions). They were: (1) management,

(2) Teacher Cehter development, '(3) proven products installation, (4)

evaluation, (5) national linkages, (6) change agent support, and (7) infor-

mation services. These components seemed to be highly interactive and,

at times, indistinguishatyle in operkion". In 1972 ERC assigned a full-time

0 -86-
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evaluator to wbrk with TCIES, an arrangement that continued well into 1'973.

In-1973 all, of the Teacher Center pilot'S'were funded at a lower level

than they had been since 1971. Funds for 'IVIES dropped to about one-

fourth of what they had been. There were other changes as well. A review

of the two needs .assessment models produced in Houston and El Paso

recommended that work on the El Paso Model cease. , The Teacher Center

in Housion.wanted to make some revisions to its model and go through a

second field test but never reckived the funds to do so. Nevertheless, other

Teacher Centers in Texas condinued to use the model... One major criticism

suffdl-ed by the models was that the information on perceived needs gathered

from students, paAnts, and, teachers often conflicted yet no way of resolving

these conflicts and setting priorities existed.

There was also a decrease in the emphasis on implernenting "proven

products" in the schools and Teacher Centers were permitted to use TCIES'

funding to support other curriculum efforts as well. In June 1973 the

professional staff of TCIES was reduced from two to one, leaving only

the director of the project .
1 ..,,

In 1973-74 the,TCIES project continued the same efforts it, had been
,.. ;
F

associated with the previous year except that it cesed to train additional
1

;.:.
bhange agents. By that time there was a total of t*enty-one Teacher

Centers at various, levels of deve\opment operating with TCIES support
.,

throughout Texas., rSome were more like holding opinpanies, not having
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a physical location and only approving teacher preparation programs of

local colleges and universities to meet the minimal conditions established

by SB 8. Others operated their own facilities and designed and implemented

in service programs for teachers. Each of them represented a cooperative

of educational instittitiOns aimed at improving teacher education within their
Y

geographic regions.
k

2. Overview of the Inipact, of Selected Pilot Components by June 1874
6

In February 1974 theTeacher Centsir program was two and one-half

years old. Cognizant of the Office of Educatipn's interest in the design

and implementation of programs directed toward the resolution of educa-

tional probleMS, the ERC staff decided to gather stimmative data about

Teacher Center impact by determining the extdnt to which the pilot%
. .provided problem-solving services to their clients. The following categories

of project activity were selected:
-

establishment of program goals;
,

establishment of information systems;

the delivery of products, processes and services;

the crcilation of new programs;

the increase of interinstitutional growth;

the improvement of organizational health.

On the basiS' of ,these categories, ERC staff developed several instruments

I

6. The material in this section is excerpted from the ERC report of
August 31, 1974, Volume E (195 OE).
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which were used in structured interviews to assess the impact of projec

components representing some, of the categories. The following

surronary, of the qctent to which the local projects prdvided services within

the six catetoriesaof educational activity that were identified. 7

First, did the Teacher Centers help local education agencies establish

their program goals? The impact survey determined that,the projects

implemented a formal nNeds assessment,' one of the components in the

category of establishing prograrn goals. _These data do not,, however

indicate inany specific outcomes of the activity. The limited number of

answers suggests that either the Teacher Center clients did not understand

the-needs assessment request or they did not recognize the outcomes.
its

Second, did the Teacher Centers disseminate needed information

about research and current practices in education?. Two components that ful-

filled this need--information dissemination systems' and awareness con-

ferenceswere included,in t he surVey. Information dissemination system

provide local educators with a formal mechanism for obtaining reviews of

research data on educational innovations. Results from Rhode Island and

Texas indicate that their information dissemination systems did provide

educators with information about educational programs and that the infor-.

mation was used both for developing new programs within schools and

7. Although components may have the same name at different projects,
their.activities may differ.incope, context, and intensity of effort.
Also, there are limitations to the sample,and the methodology employed
at each site which make comparisons among the pilots hazardous. These
are discussed in the ERC reports of 1974 on each of the pilots.

r

.1
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for assisting in the location of other available resources for local program

development.

Another componenj in this category was the awareness conferences

provided in Rhode Island 'and Texas. This service was designed to acquaint

local ethicatdrs with a selected number of proven' educational products or

practices that could be adopted readily in their local schools. Data from

the two projects show that many educators became aware of proven products

and practices at-these conferences. At both sites, a largirr percentage

of administrators became aware of these services than teachers.

Third, did the Teacher enters deliver products-and services to their

clients? Three components in this category were investigated across all

/threepilot sites in the impact survey: the use of educational extension,

agents, assistance in competency -based teacher eduation,trainingp and

provision for in- service training.

Educational extension agents, or consultants (known as program

development consultants), were, available to local education agencies in
4

RITC. The data show that these consultants assisted both teachers and

administrators in obtaining the solution of their individual, school or

school district problems.

Assistance in competency-based teacher education was provided by

the Rhode Island and Texas pr'ojects in different forms. In Rhode Island

the major focus. was in developing'a plan for competency-based teacher

education at the state department of educatign and then holding, a conference
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so local education agencies could beconle aware of the plan. A small

percentage of educators did become aware of competency-based teacher

education by attending the conference. In Texas, the emphasis was on

developing local education agencies' capacity for use of competency-based

teacher education.' Data show that approximately one-fourth of the

educators surveyed were implementing competency-based education practices
\

in some form. The majority of these respondents were from Houston.

Each of the three sites supported or provided teacher training as
elo

.

its major service. , The data clearly show that, although this,typ of train-,
Nt

ing varied widely in content across the sites, most users felt the training
1 . Caddressed their needs, achieved its objecqveT, and was effective. Further-

. N'-,._

Further-

more; the educators surveyed expressed a desiie for more training in
.

the future.

Fourth, did the Teacher Centers directly create new programs?
;

This activity was not surveyed in the three pilots.

Fifth,, did the ?Teacher Centers affect the governance of educatiOnal
I

institutions? No.data was gathered pertinent to this category.

Finally, did the Tedcher-Centers improve institutional health? The

only aspett of health surveyed was that of institutional cooperation. Data

from RIT C show that local administrators cooperated with both institutions

of higher education and state departments by conducting preservice and

in-service teacher training and by planning school progtams.
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3. Overview of the Status of Selected Project Characteristics
by June 19758

a. BALC and RITC

Again, as in 1973-74,. ERC designed a set of survey instruments

which were used to interview pertinent petcsonnel at each, pilot. Thy

following is an overview of the extent to which BALC and RITC proVided

service to their constituents within four categories of activity: establishihg

program goals, disserciinating information, providing training, and'prd`viding

problem-solving assistance through the use of consultants. 9

First, did the Teacher Centers assist, local education agencies in

establishing their program goals? The impact Surveys show that needs
i

assessment activities were carried out in both Rhode Island and the Bay

Area. The data in both cases shOw that this type of service is the least

1used by both groups of clients, although the data from Rhode Island indicate

more use of both student and teacher needs assessment in FY 75 than FY 74.

As in the pas, s ecific outcomes of this service were identified by the users.

Second, di the Teacher Centers disseminate needed information about

research and curr nt practiceS in education? Two vehicles for dissemination

were employed in R ode Island: thetE cation information Center and

8. This material is ba d on the 1'975 ERC re
pilots, Volumes II, II
detail.

9. Although compOnents may ave the same name at different projects, their
activities may .differ in sco e, content and intensity of effort. Also, there
are limitations' inherent to th sample and methodology employed' at each
site' which make comparisons ong the pilots ha ardous. These are
discussed in the ERC reports of 974 on each of th pilots.

and rv, whiclt treat thf
rts on the Teacher Center
topics thentioned here in
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awareness conferences. Use of the Education Information Center increased

in FY 75 and a large number of users reported that they had used informa-
*

tion from the information center to identify and develop new programs within

their districts / schools / classrooms.

Use of the awareness conferences was approximately the same as

last year in Rhode Island. These data indicate that RITC is continuing its

efforts to make educators across the state aware of its in- service training

in proven products and practices. As reported in last year's data summary,

a larger percentage of administrators than teachers used both Educational

Information Center services and attended awareness conferences offered
,

by RITC.

BALC does not have a formal, comparable information dissemination

system.

Third, dal the Teacher Centers provide training"? In Rhode Island

the dataNshow.an increase over last year in the use of in-service training

offered by the Teacher Center. Educators who had participated in the

training rated -its quality at the same.high level as they have in the past.

Data fiorn the Bay Area show that BALC training is being well received,

tliat it addressed pergeived needs, and that it achieved its objectives.

llata from both sites indicate thateducatbrs desire more .trainitig

in the future.

Fourth, slid the Teacher Centers provide problem solving assistance

.to educators through the ,use of consultants? Both BALC and RITC
1

f :114.
'NW
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respondents used educational consultants. In RITC, the use was greater

in FY 75 than in FY 74, and more outcomes of the use were cited by

educators from both centers.

Fifth, did Teacher Centers provide formal space for teachers to hold

meetings, 'create materials, and review curriculum materials?: the

data show that BAC provides these services in the for otii the

START center in Oakland and the Teacher Learning Center in San Francisco.

Educators from the respective centers made considerable use of both

these fapilities.

RITC does not provide such space for teachers.'

b. TCIES

The work in Texas in 1975 was to study the nature and extent

of Collaborative activity'at five Teacher Centers (San Antonio, 'Da

Houston, West Texas, and Fort Worth). This was Pone through on-site
.*

interviews by a team of three investigators.

The topic of collaboration was of, particular interest to TCIES since

the concept of a local cooperative Teacher: Education Center is based on

1the ability of diverse constituenciessuchAfas coif4es and universities,

school districts, professional associations, regional education service
1

centers and the communityto work together toward the improyement

of teacher education.

Po-number of factors were identified as playing an important role in

the collaborativp efforts at the five sites. They are grouped below under
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four different headings and indicate themes current at the sites studied.

General Factors I

Many people arc convinced that teacher education is no longer

the prerogative of,any single institutionthat scilools, colleges,-
e

and teachers must jointly design and conduct teacher education.

or Legislation exists which requires colleges or universities,

school districts and the state to share responsibility for

teacher education. This prbvides a strong incentive for

collaboration.

Most Teacher. Center bylaws permit member organizations to

decide independently othe extent to which they are bound by

Teacher Center actions or resolutions. This may tend to

weaken the commitment of each party, and may adversply,

affect collaborative effort's:

It is not always enough to identify a digcrepaOcy between-
. . .

desired and actual council behavior. The timing with which

,

this discrepancy is confronte-d may be crucial to, the members'

ability to do something about it jointly. Some problems are

better tacktledilater in the organization's life than earlier.

Collaboratic)n is hard to define--and hard to distinguish from
1

coexistence.. Individuals may often collaborate to prevent

-basic differences on values and goals from aiirfacing.

I
go Conflict among members is unavoidable. in a, collaborative

.
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effort. It,is better to distinguish between productiYe and
,.

destructive conflict.

Factors Related to the Mission of the Teacher Center ,

.0 Defining the'mission of a Teacher Center tends to be an

evolutionary process; and members' expeotati.Ons need to

be adjusted accordingly.

As the purposes of a Teacher Center change, its needs for
, Ar 7 :

funds and .other kinds of support change as well. However,

it is not always recognized by all of the actors involved that

-. _changes in Teacher Center purpose and needs have taken place.
.

i e .- .
.

ce, individual Teacher Center members may act out of -dif-

ferent mental framewotks.

-The aiithoriftiof a Teacher. Center advisory ccu ncil may

threaten, conflict, overlap or complement the authority of

`other legally eatablished bodies. Therefore, the Teacher '.

-Center role an relationship to other entities must be examined'

P.and, clarified so thal cdt work productively with other agencies.
.0,.

yTheidea of parity may be simplistic. It may be better to

determine what contributions each member constituency is

best equipped to make. Collaboration need not mean equal
. .
decision-making authorityi all circumstances.

,

i

The work done by individual Teaph.er Center members must be,
4 i

matched by afpitopriate rewards. Collaboration is made _

. . A
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next to impossible, if it is not rewarded, or if an individual's

time is best spent pursuing other activities which are rewarded.

Teacher Center activities must be well defined and carried out

according to a continuously re-examined set of priorities.

Tasks must be realistic and sensitive to existing constraints,

otherwise Members will easily become discouraged.

In order to experience real success; collaborative groups

must eventually be willing -toNmove from abstract discussions. -, ..."""....4
a,

of programs to actual imialempniation of a project..
u. ..

- ....,-...,
,.

Factors Relateclto-OrgaaizaUonal Strubtusi:e.:. : .. . ...

The basic- organizational unit of a Teacher Cente'1"-hi's not

yet,been deterinined.

er Teacher Centers must be strategically located within the state.

Their local placement and structure must be such that they

)a.ccomodate the legislative mandates applicable to Teacher

,Centers in Texas;..

A large cothplex structure may comp1icateidecisithinlakisig

to the.goint where decisions are made covertly,, or contrary ;

to procetiures. This creates distriist.

A large advisory council may ensure broadly based represen7
Alb

tation but at the expense of-meaningful participation and

collaboration.

It may be best td write bylaws incrementally, in keeping with

0
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. __.

the stage otdeveldpment of theYfileacher C%..ii7: This helps
_ .: 4. J . .

. .?
ensure relgyance and a produat'W tensloti.been,a:ctual". , ..

. ..
. .. , ,; , 5.,,- ,...,practice andthe rules gOerning-it. - . ' .

. ,

. . . . ,--

In order to stay.responsie, to a changtng.enyironnient and.;
, .

take advantage of. bpportunities as tifey appear, a flexible
'1%;

,
,

structure is adVantageous.
,

may prev'ent a 'Teacher Center from 9tystalliting around

a Set of goals and,thuis create frtistrtitlein Or chaff 'es of .

. t'
opportunism. . 1/4

. ,- ..

which obviated theAn organizational Structtire.or procedtie,,*

ne.6d.for personal ixrtegrily in*ciSion makitig Prbbablydoes
. ._ . ,..

Trust -musk be' built and yarned.
...

Factors-Belated tOtdrii,Muntcatibn Among Members
.., Il

.. 1

_.Ts talms .an index of P-ollai;opation an advisory ,council With
-. . ...,

a single voio47 i6 PrO bablS an untireW.Stic and undesirable,. , . ,.. ,
. , . ..4 ,.,..., ... ,

obleotive.:r.lt SeeMS better to tS tdliii,d:-WaYs of harMonizing

z / ' i '.
dittex4ent. Voiced.:; .: ':

'".
' ' . t

: ,'. ,,,. . . ::,;*,% V t.,* ,1 .

4. ; '

1.;1 . p

"11,,t, I'' .

..
%. 1. \:. ..1.11
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':'
Ik . , ' ., \constituencies it-rere4ents. ..,::---

/ .-::: :',... , ...-.: - - .._-..-. .... ,, .

Council,memb.er& mery..he able-45 partic.ipat more or less
,,., .

.110.' ..

vigorously. delyending ILTScrif.the,autliority: wiTti:Which they may
.

commit thedrganizatjsons represeit. Invisible strings.0,

:may prevent inRadliai.-Members from cooperating fully.
,

.

Effectivene&s.ofrrieetings is if the logistics of meeting
-.-.

.t.. , .

,,- \
attendance are complicated or expensive and if agendas and

....----
.minutea: are not prourly arid impartially recorded.

,

There are certain skills which council members can learn
which--will make them more effective participants in any

; colla Orative 0ffort,-" , ,,',

,,- It is useful for:council members to interact infOrrhally, and be-
, ,
e:Ome a quainXedas persons '4, In that way they can eventually

r

find it'eOier:to understand each other.

... , Coun- Oil-members_with interinstitutional experience are more

likely to xri ke better participants. Their varied experience
. ..

makes them\ more credible to ether members of the council.makes
i .
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Category
Refe ence

'M 7/1 OE

a

E 13 OE

E 72 OE

I 23 OE

I 31' OE

I 54a OE

I 65 OE

I 69 OE

I 71 OE

I 95 OE
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I 9 13ay

17 Bay

I 29 Bay

I 31 OE

I 23. Bay

I 54 Bay

I 73 Bay

I 74 Bay

t

Document
Title

Occasional Report #1, December 6, 1971, BMX.

Occasional Report #2, January 11, 1972, BMX.

Occasional Report #3, February '3, 1972, BALC.

Occasional Report #4, February 18, 1972, BALC.

Occasional Report #5, March 10, 1972, BALC.

Occasional Report #6, August 20, 1972, BALC..

Status Report: The Bay Area Learning Center,
March28, 1973: Volume II.

First.Annual.Report: The Bay Area Learning Center,
June 30, 1973, Volume I:I.

I 79 Bay The Second Annual Report: The Bay Area Learning
Center, August 31,-1974, Volume II:

rt

I 13a RI

I15a RI

I 19 RI

I 19a RI

I 26 RI

I 39 RI

I 46 RI

I 63, RI'

z

Occasional Report #1, December 6, 1971, RITC.

0-ccasional Report q, January 11, 1972, RITC.

Occasional Report #3, February 3, 1972, RITG.

Occasional Report #5, March 3, 1972, RITQ.`
4.

,

"...Occasional Report #6, June 22, 1972; RITC.

Status Report: The RhOde Island Teacher Center,
March 28, 1973, Volume

First Annual Iteport: The, Rhode Island Teacher
.Center, June 30, 1973, Volume III.

Second Annual Report: TA Rhode Island Teacher
-Center, AUgust 31, 1974, Volume III.
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I 20 Tex Occasional Report #1, December 6,197 , TERC.

I 26 Tex Occasional Report #2, January 11, 1972, TERC.

I 33 Tex Occasional Report #3, February 3, 1972, TERC.

I 47a Tex Occasional Report,#5, March 10, 1972, ,TERC.

I 70 Tex Ogcasional Report #6, June 23, 1972, TERC.

I 78 Tex Status Report:, The Texas Teacher Center, March 28,
1973,. Volume IV.

I 80 Tex

I 90 Tex

I 91 Tex.

I 10 DC'

I 22' DC

I 83a DC

1 126 DC

I 169DC

F4rst Annual Report :The Texas Teacher Center,
Ji.ilhe 30, 1973, Volume IV.

Second Annual Report: The Texas Teacher' Center,
Augiist 31; 1.974, Volume IV..

Final Report: Texas Center for the Improirement of
Educational Systems, Egon Guba, June 30, 1974.

Occasional Report #3,' February 29, 1972, CEA.

Occasional Report #6, June 1972, CEA.

Status Report: The Center for Educational Advance-
ment, March 28,, 1973, Volume V.

First Annual Report: The Center for Educational
Advancement, Jun 30, 1973, Volume V.

Second Annual Report: The Center for Educational
Advancement, August al, 1974, Volume" V.
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